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ABSTRACT
The Fate of Organic Nitrogen in Agroecosystems: Drivers and Outcomes
By
Lauren C. Breza
University of New Hampshire

Enhancing soil nitrogen (N) stocks is critical for managing soil health in agroecosystems.
Growers apply external N as synthetic fertilizer to increase the amount of available N to crops.
However, it is well known that synthetic fertilizer usage in agroecosystems leads to widespread
pollution and contributes significantly to climate change. Nevertheless, growers and researchers
recognize this N problem as a global problem and are developing solutions via alternative
farming methods. Some of these alternative strategies include cover cropping, diversifying crop
rotations, organic farming (i.e., no inputs), or combining these methods. Understanding how the
different facets of agricultural management influence the biogeochemical processes involved
with N cycling is critical for developing long-term, sustainable management plans for
practitioners. This dissertation examines how sustainable management strategies to influence N
cycling and explores the drivers of different inflection points within the N cycle. With the rare,
15N

stable isotope, I conducted studies to assess the impact of agricultural management on N

cycling. In Chapter 1, I use 15N as a tracer to understand the fate and transport of N into different
soil pools. For Chapter 2, I optimized a pool dilution assay using 15N labeled amino acids to
demonstrate how agricultural management acts as a top-down regulator of N cycling (Chapter 2).

ix

Finally, I conducted a synthetic analysis of literature that uses 15N pool dilution methods to
quantify the effect of N amendments on N transformation rates (Chapter 3).
In Chapter 1, I found that organically managed soils facilitate higher levels of microbial
activity in comparison to conventionally managed soils, which resulted in rapid breakdown of
particulate organic matter and subsequent movement of N into the mineral associated organic
matter pool, microbial biomass pool, and total dissolved N pool throughout a year-long
incubation. Chapter 2 revealed that complex cropping systems had higher rates of amino acid
cycling, but high fertilization rates suppressed amino acid cycling, indicating that synthetic
fertilizer may suppress the beneficial impacts that complex cropping systems have on
accelerating organic N cycling. The meta-analysis in Chapter 3 showed that external N inputs,
regardless of type, accelerated N mineralization rates, but residue inputs facilitated higher
immobilization rates relative to inorganic and manure N inputs. Broadly, my work shows that
soils under alternative management tend to promote microbial activity, which regulates N
cycling and storage in the soil. Together, my findings suggest that increasing organic inputs via
alternative management strategies can promote internal N cycling, thus reducing dependence on
synthetic fertilizer for bioavailable N.

x

INTRODUCTION
Nitrogen (N) availability is crucial for promoting plant growth (Vitousek and Howarth
1991; Lebauer and Treseder 2008) and managing this essential element in agroecosystems is a
primary concern to practitioners because of the role N plays in regulating crop yields (Xu et al.
2012; Lassaletta et al. 2014). Growers apply N fertilizers to maintain high levels of soil fertility
and guarantee adequate supplies of bioavailable N to their crops to promote high crop yields.
However, crops only take up roughly 50% of external N applied (Allison 1955; Robertson and
Vitousek 2009; Yan et al. 2019). Moreover, application of synthetic fertilizers contributes to a
range of ecological issues, like increased greenhouse gas emissions that further amplify the
effects of climate change (Vitousek et al. 1997; Bodirsky et al. 2012; Velazquez et al. 2016).
This tradeoff between managing soil fertility and N losses thus creates a ‘wicked problem’
(Vermeulen et al. 2013; Bowles et al. 2018), in order to ensure food security we must apply
inorganic fertilizers, which create leaky agroecosystems that dominate the landscape.
Recognizing the long-term consequences of heavy fertilizer use, growers are re-evaluating the
way they manage soil fertility by adopting more sustainable farming practices that reduce N
losses, including a variety of practices that are meant to increase the size of organic N pools as
well as their potential to supply plants with N
Increasing crop rotational diversity and incorporating cover crops into planting sequences
have gained traction as viable farming methods that can reduce environmental losses (Kremen
and Miles 2012; Schipanski et al. 2014; King and Blesh 2018). These farming methods can help
eliminate N asynchrony (i.e., the imbalance between available fertilizer-N and crop uptake,
Crews and Peoples 2005; Grandy et al. 2012) by harnessing the ecosystem services provided by
increased plant diversity and microbial activity (McDaniel et al. 2014b; Palm et al. 2014). For
1

example, increased crop rotational complexity and cover cropping increase microbial biomass
and activity (McDaniel et al. 2014b; Finney et al. 2017), and supports SOM development via
increased organic matter inputs (Ding et al. 2006; McDaniel et al. 2014b; Poeplau and Don
2015). Given that SOM is a large reservoir of N, building SOM stocks enhances soil fertility
(Drinkwater and Snapp 2007) with the potential of supporting yields equivalent to
conventionally managed systems (Bowles et al. 2020).
The SOM pool is a large source of potentially bioavailable N and increased organic
matter inputs support increases in organic N and potentially internal N cycling, however specific
organic N transformations remain poorly characterized (Drinkwater and Snapp 2007). For
example, protein depolymerization, which is considered the rate limiting step in the N cycle and
which regulates downstream N transformation rates (Schimel and Bennett 2004), is almost
completely unexplored in agroecosystems. This important process is responsible for the
breakdown of large, N-rich organic structures (proteins) into free amino acids, which are a
critical organic source of bioavailable N for both microbes and plants. This depolymerization
step also limits the production of plant-preferred inorganic forms of N. Quantifying the rate that
microbes produce (depolymerization) and consume amino acids can provide insight into the fate
of amino acids as a bioavailable N source. For instance, microbial production followed by the
immediate consumption of amino acids or other forms of N may indicate that the microbial
community requires N for growth. However, if the microbes do not need the amino acid N, then
they may mineralize it to ammonium (NH4+) that is released into the soil, contributing to the
inorganic N pool. Thus, depolymerization is a critical inflection point in the N cycle that
generates bioavailable N for plant and microbe use, while also acting as a gatekeeper for
environmental N loss.
2

Downstream N transformation rates rely on depolymerization to generate amino acids
from the litter and particulate organic matter pools (POM) that microbes can consume and
mineralize into NH4+. However, these dynamics are complex, and both plants and microbes
covet newly generated amino acids. Additionally, free amino acids can also make rapid
associations with mineral surfaces (Jilling et al. 2018), further limiting the supply of amino acids
that microbes and plants rely on for N needs. The stabilization of amino acids into the mineral
associated organic matter (MAOM) pool is a major sink for organic N and may limit the total
amount of N that ultimately ends up in microbial biomass pool, and subsequently the total
dissolved nitrogen (TDN) pool (Daly et al. 2021). Different aspects of agricultural management
may control depolymerization and downstream N transformation rates. For example, it is well
established that N availability is a major control of depolymerization; under N limitation,
depolymerization tends to occur more readily, while under N surplus microbes have greater
access to bioavailable N, and thus do not facilitate depolymerization (Schimel and Bennett 2004;
Noll et al. 2019). Given that agricultural systems tend to be N limited without N inputs, we can
expect that different methods of managing soil fertility (e.g., via synthetic fertilizers or residues
inputs) will have different outcomes for depolymerization and N transformation. For example, if
inorganic N inputs suppress depolymerization in agroecosystems, it would present an additional
challenge to relying on both external inorganic fertilization and in situ SOM turnover to meet
plant N requirements.
Factors regulating organic N cycling through agroecosystems and N bioavailability to
crops remain uncertain and understanding these factors is critical for developing long-term,
sustainable management plans for practitioners. Some of these uncertainties include identifying
controls on depolymerization, whether these controls promote recycling of organic N, and how
3

organic N cycling controls indirectly influence downstream transformation of inorganic N. My
dissertation aims to distinguish how the different facets of agricultural management influence
organic N cycling in agroecosystems. I conducted a series of experiments to understand how we
can leverage organic N cycling in agroecosystems to supply bioavailable N to crops.
Specifically, my work aims to answer the questions:

i)

How does organic and conventional management interact with different crop residue
inputs to dictate the fate and transport of N into different soil N pools?

ii)

How does cropping system complexity and synthetic N fertilizer application regulate
soil microbial processes and dynamics of depolymerization (i.e., amino acid
production) and other N cycle transformations?

iii)

How do different types of organic and inorganic N amendments used for fertilizer
influence N transformation rates?

To test these questions, my research relied heavily on the rare 15N isotope to trace the
movement and production of N. Isotope pool dilution techniques with 15N are a common way to
asses rates of N cycling based on the movement of 15N through the soil (Kirkham and
Bartholomew 1954). Briefly, the quantity of an applied label is determined at the beginning (t0)
and end (t1) of an experiment. Then, through a series of equations, the difference in the
enrichment level between t1 and end t0 provides an estimate of the rate that new N was produced
and “diluted” the applied 15N pool. Isotope pool dilution methods assume that 1) microbes do not
discriminate between the light (14N) and the heavy (15N) isotope when performing N
transformations; 2) the distribution of the 15N label is uniform (i.e., no hotspots); and 3) the 15N
4

and native N pool achieve equilibrium, meaning that the added N and native N exist in the same
state and space equally (Murphy et al. 2003). These gross measurements of N transformations
provide details regarding microbial N production and consumption, yielding a more accurate
assessment of N cycling than net measurements of N transformations. Net estimates of N
transformations do not provide any insight into the rate that N is produced or consumed, but just
a snapshot of the total available N after consumptive processes are considered. For example, low
net rates of N production do not capture the potential for fast mineralization rates that are offset
by fast immobilization rates. Thus, net rates are a misleading representation of internal N cycling
dynamics and estimates of gross rates provide a more nuanced approach to assessing N cycling.

Guide to chapters
My dissertation creates a framework for understanding the impact that different types of
agricultural management have on organic N cycling in agroecosystems. Here, I show that
conventional and organic management have varying effects on the fate and transport of N
through different soil N pools (Chapter 1), that fertilizer application combined with crop
complexity regulates amino acid cycling (Chapter 2), and finally, a collection of studies show
that organic N amendments increase N transformation rates more so than inorganic N
amendments.
In Chapter 1, I aimed to understand whether residue stoichiometry, broad scale
management, or a combination of both dictate the fate of residue 15N in different soil pools. I
applied 15N labeled residues to soils derived from conventionally and organically managed fields
and incubated them for one year to address how N moves from the PON pool into the MAOM,
microbial biomass, and TDN pools. Results from this incubation experiment show that
5

organically managed soils fostered a microbial community that was more active, and thus
processed residue litter differently than the conventionally managed soils. Furthermore, this
study found rapid movement of a majority of the 15N from the POM pool to the MAOM pool
within 24-hours in both the organic and conventionally managed soils, highlighting the
importance of the MAOM pool as a large N reservoir. Finally, I found that in the organically
managed soils 15N moved sequentially from the POM to the microbial biomass to the TDN pool,
but in the conventionally managed soils 15N appeared to move rapidly from the POM pool into
the TDN pool. This study provides the foundation for the remaining chapters in my dissertation
by demonstrating that management indeed affects how organic N cycles through different N
pools within the soils.
My second chapter builds off my first chapter by investigating how management,
specifically cropping complexity and fertilization, influence gross protein depolymerization
rates. The primary objective of this chapter was to understand whether complex crop rotations
alter soil microbial activity and organic N cycling and how these impacts are moderated by
external N fertilizer applications. I used 15N labeled amino acids to measure gross rates of amino
acid consumption and production, using a novel, newly developed pool dilution method that I
optimized for my advisor Dr. Grandy’s lab, in soils from continuous corn, corn soy, and high
complexity cropping systems under zero and high fertilization rates. I found that complex
cropping systems stimulated higher rates of amino acid cycling, but higher fertilizer rates
suppressed depolymerization and immobilization rates in this cropping system. These findings
indicate that synthetic fertilizer may suppress the beneficial impacts of complex cropping
systems by suppressing internal N cycling.
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Finally, I conducted a meta-analysis to understand how different types of N amendments
(inorganic vs organic) influence N transformation rates on a broad scale. I established a selection
criterion to target studies that used 15N pool dilution methods to assess rates of N mineralization,
immobilization, and nitrification, as well as NH4+ pool size, in response to N amendments
(response variable) relative to zero N amendments (control). Amendment type was the
moderating variable and consisted of inorganic, residue, and manure classifications. This
analysis found that external N inputs, regardless of type, accelerated N mineralization rates, but
residue inputs facilitated higher immobilization rates relative to inorganic and manure N inputs. I
also found that N application rate increase mineralization rates, and decreased immobilization
rates, but did not influence NH4+ pool size. Thus, indicating that N application does not
necessarily exchange NH4+, but does facilitate inorganic N cycling. Balancing N production and
consumption are critical for nutrient management, and this analysis improves our understanding
of N transformations under organic and inorganic N inputs.
This dissertation builds off previous N cycling work to provide a contemporary
foundation for investigating how alternative management strategies may control organic N
cycling in agroecosystems. Here, I provide evidence that shows we can manage N cycling with
sustainable practices like increased cropping complexity and organic inputs, and thus potentially
reduce the imbalance between fertilizer inputs and crop N uptake and reduce N losses from the
system.
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CHAPTER 1
THE FATE OF 15N ACROSS DIFFERENT SOIL NITROGEN POOLS IN RESPONSE TO
SOIL MANAGEMENT AND RESIDUE QUALITY

Abstract
Growers incorporate cover crops into rotation to increase soil organic matter (SOM) and improve
soil structure in agroecosystems. Yet, growers still rely on mineral fertilizers to manage soil
fertility. However, recent studies suggest that directly managing organic N via organic inputs
(e.g., cover crop residues) reduces the need for external N fertilizer applications. Determining if
cover crop residue quality (i.e., stoichiometry) interacts with high-level management practices
will be key for revising the current N management paradigm. Our objectives aim to 1)
understand how soil N pool sizes change over time under different agronomic management and
residue treatments; and 2) investigate whether cover crop residue stoichiometry, broad-scale
agronomic management (conventional vs. organic practices), or a combination of both dictate the
fate of residue N in different soil N pools. We conducted a year-long, 15N labeled residue
incubation study on soils obtained from organically and conventionally managed agricultural
fields. The residues added consisted of 15N clover, 15N clover-wheat, 15N rye, and 15N rye-wheat
amendments. We investigated the distribution of the 15N label into the mineral associated organic
matter (MAOM), particulate organic matter (POM), microbial biomass N (MBN), and total
dissolved N (TDN) pools to understand the dominant soil sinks for litter-derived N over time.
We also measured soil enzyme activities to understand patterns of N transfer between pools.
The MAOM pool contained over 50% of the recovered 15N label compared to the other
three pools within 24-hours of initiating the incubation. There was higher 15N recovery in the
8

organically managed soils than conventionally managed soils in 15N recovery in the POM pool
after 7 days, in the MBN pool after 7 and 28 days, and in the TDN pool after one year.
Furthermore, cumulative C acquiring enzymes activity was higher in the organically managed
soils than the conventionally managed soils. The POM pool was larger in the organically
managed soils than conventionally managed soils, and likely supplied the microbial community
with additional substrates. Taken together the results of this study suggest that there is higher
biological activity occurring under organic management than conventional management, leading
to variability in residue decomposition and 15N recovery overtime between the two soils. Future
management should consider the additive effect of crop residues and existing SOM in
agroecosystems as a way of fueling microbial metabolism and promoting internal N cycling.

1.1. Introduction
Nitrogen (N) regulates crop growth, and the cornerstone of modern-day agricultural
research is ensuring that agricultural systems have access to enough bioavailable N to maintain
high yields. However, managing N availability via external inputs has known problems, and
conventional and organic growers acknowledge that different approaches may be necessary to
maintain healthy soil ecosystems. Conventional cropping systems that consist of monocultures or
simplistic rotations, like corn-soy, lean heavily on external N inputs to fuel plant growth. These
systems leave very little biomass behind, which results in low organic matter inputs into the soil
and reduced soil C (Lal 2005; Lehmann and Kleber 2015; Poeplau and Don 2015; King and
Blesh 2018). High N inputs combined with reduced organic matter decrease microbial
decomposition rates (Moorhead and Sinsabaugh 2006; Frey et al. 2014; Mahal et al. 2019) and
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contribute to the highly mobile inorganic N pool, thus creating a leaky soil system that relies on
high application rates of inorganic N that are particularly vulnerable to environmental loss.
Recognizing the long-term consequences of these farming methods, many growers have
started to reevaluate how they manage their soils (e.g., Medina et al. 2021), resulting in
increasing interest in growing more crops in rotation and incorporating cover crops into their
cropping sequence (Kremen and Miles 2012; Schipanski et al. 2014; King and Blesh 2018).
Cover crop residue inputs positively impact soil health by increasing soil organic matter (SOM)
content (Ding et al. 2006; McDaniel et al. 2014b; Poeplau and Don 2015), regulating erosion
(Dabney et al. 2001; Blanco-Canqui et al. 2015), increasing microbial biomass and promoting
function (McDaniel et al. 2014b; Finney et al. 2017), and generally enhancing soil nutrient
concentration (Drinkwater and Snapp 2007), while also supporting high yields . Often,
substantial changes to soil health require a commitment to these farming methods for several
years, although more subtle alterations to soil chemistry can occur even after a few growing
seasons (Pittarello et al. 2021).
Biologically based cropping systems rely on management strategies that complement one
another to support ecosystem function and ensure sustainable and reliable crop production. These
systems include a combination of reduced tillage, increased crop rotational diversity, cover
crops, and strategic nutrient inputs (Palm et al. 2014). Diversified cropping systems often
incorporate crop residues into the soil at various points in the growing season to reduce external
inputs and build SOM (Kaye and Quemada 2017). By incorporating residues, these systems
contribute more chemically diverse and potentially greater soil inputs than conventionally
managed cropping systems (Grandy and Robertson 2007). For example, a recent meta-analysis
found that diversified crop rotations increased the number of aromatic compounds and carboxyl
10

groups in the soil (Audette et al. 2021), which play essential roles in forming complex C
structures and sorbing organic species to mineral surfaces (Kleber et al. 2015; Newcomb et al.
2017). However, cover crops residue inputs not only build C stocks, but also replenish the
organic N pool. Yet, limited research links the quantity and quality of crop residues to the
storage and transport of N in soil pools.
Variation in microbial communities across different management types (e.g., organic
management using biologically based practices vs conventional management) may explain some
of the underlying drivers of N movement and storage between pools. The diverse profile of litter
inputs under longer crop rotations and cover crops may increase soil microbial resource niches
(Zak et al. 2003). As such, these inputs can promote higher microbial biomass (McDaniel et al.
2014b), changes in community structure (Schmidt et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2020), and shifts in
community function (Tiemann et al. 2015). At an even finer resolution, research shows that
microbial functional genes can respond to different management types. For example, Xue et al.
(2013) evaluated changes in functional genes involved in regulating soil processes in soils
collected from conventional and organic experimental plots at the Kellogg Biological Station
Long-Term Ecological Research (KBS-LTER) site. The researchers found that the organic
system supported microbial communities with higher functional gene diversity, especially genes
that regulate N transformations. Thus, we can expect different management strategies to
influence microbes responsible for key soil processes like decomposition and N transformations.
Understanding how residue quality impacts N's fate and transport allow us to refine
management practices further to anticipate changes in soil N dynamics over time. The movement
of N derived from cover crop residues into different soil N pools determines when N becomes
accessible (i.e., "bioavailable") to plants and microbes. The particulate organic matter pool
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(POM) consists of partially degraded organic residues that enter the system primarily via litter
inputs. The quality (i.e., stoichiometry and other chemical characteristics such as aromaticity) of
these inputs influences the subsequent movement of N out of the POM pool and into the
microbial biomass N (MBN) pool, total dissolved N (TDN) pool, or mineral-associated organic
matter pool (MAOM) (Cambardella and Elliott 1992; Beare et al. 1994; Angers et al. 1995;
Willson et al. 2001). However, our understanding of the role that residue stoichiometry
combined with long-term agricultural management plays on the fate of N in decomposed
products remains underdeveloped. Identifying potential underlying microbial drivers of the
movement of N into different pools will be crucial for determining the fate of N after initial
microbial attack and breakdown of POM. For example, the rate at which MAOM-N forms from
new inputs is believed to occur rapidly (Heckman et al. 2013; Jilling et al. 2020), and given that
MAOM is likely a vital sink and source of bioavailable N (Daly et al. 2021), understanding how
agricultural practices can influence the MAOM-N pool will be essential for managing soil
fertility.
One method of tracking the movement of N through different soil pools over time is by
incorporating 15N isotopically labeled litter (Allison 1966; Templer et al. 2012). Applying a 15N
tracer distinguishes between native N and litter-derived N applied as experimental treatments
within each target pool. We took advantage of 15N tracer techniques and used isotopically
labeled crop residues to determine which soil pools are dominant N sinks and whether the
patterns of decomposition and N partitioning between pools is influenced by historical
agronomic management. Our objectives were twofold: 1) understand how soil N pool sizes
change over time under different agronomic management and residue treatments; and 2)
investigate whether cover crop residue stoichiometry, broad-scale agronomic management
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(conventional vs. organic practices), or a combination of both dictate the fate of residue N in
different soil N pools. Our study manipulated the overall chemistry of cover crop inputs to test
how agricultural management affects the fate and transport of N.

1.2. Materials and Methods
Soil collection and incubation set up
Soil samples were collected in 2016 from the Main Cropping Experiment of the Kellogg
Biological Station Long-Term Ecological Research Site (KBS LTER) established in 1989
(https://www.kbs.msu.edu/). The soils are sandy loam mesic Typic Hapludalfs (Kalamazzo loam
series) that developed on glacial till (Syswerda and Robertson 2014). The study site has a mean
annual precipitation of 1005 mm year-1 and mean annual temperature of 10.1C. Given that a
majority of croplands are managed under conventional operations and the widespread interest in
converting to more biologically based method (Kassam et al. 2019),we collected soils from the
conventionally (T1) and organically (T4) managed treatments. The conventionally managed
plots consist of a corn-soybean-wheat rotation that is conventionally tilled and receives chemical
inputs consistent with recommendations for the region. The organically managed plots consist of
a corn-soybean-wheat rotation that is conventionally till and includes a cover crop (cereal rye
and red clover) but does not receive any chemical inputs. Soft red winter wheat was planted for
the 2016 growing season in the conventionally and organically managed fields in October 2015;
red clover was planted in March 2016 in the organically managed fields. The wheat crop was
harvested in July 2016 and the conventionally managed fields remained fallow until the planting
of corn in May 2017.
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Soil samples were collected from five of the six field replicates on November 11, 2016.
Soils were collected across each plot from 0-10 cm depth with a soil probe (~2cm diameter) and
homogenized into one collective sample per plot. Soils were passed through an 8 mm sieve to
preserve aggregate integrity while removing large debris and organic matter, then immediately
placed on ice and shipped overnight to the University of New Hampshire Soil Biogeochemistry
Laboratory. Soils were stored at 4 C for 26 days before establishing the incubation experiment.
Fifty grams of field replicate soils were placed into 235 mL mason jars in quadruplicate,
and each set of quadruplicates was replicated five times in preparation for five destructive
harvests at 24 hours, 7 days, 28 days, and 365 days. Each soil quadruplicate received one of four
cover crop residue treatments: 15N labeled clover (1.9 at%), 15N labeled clover with unlabeled
wheat, 15N labeled rye (3.1 at%), or 15N labeled rye with unlabeled wheat. We ground residues in
a ball mill and sieved them to obtain particles sizes between 53-250 µm. Residues were added to
the surface of the soil and then homogenized withing the soil matrix. The quantity of residue
added to each treatment was proportional to the amount of clover-N deposited into agricultural
fields, thus the amount of total N added to each treatment was consistent, with only the amount
of C varying across treatments. We balanced the amount of residue-N added so that the initial
pool of total N was equivalent across residue treatments. Ensuring that the initial amount of
residue-N was the same across treatments allowed us to accurately account for changes in N pool
sizes over time. For example, if the initial total residue-N was higher in one residue treatment,
then the total amount of N and 15N recovered would appear inflated after taking mass balance
into consideration, thus providing a skewed and incorrect assessment of pool size.
The C/N ratio of each treatment ranged from 15:1-33:1 (Table 1). The rye-wheat
treatment, while more recalcitrant than the clover residue, had a C/N ratio three times less than
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pure wheat residue. The optimal litter C/N ratio for microbial decomposition is around 25:1, with
N immobilization occurring above a ratio of 30:1 (Grandy et al. 2012). The clover-wheat and rye
treatments both had C/N ratios around 24:1 and fall within the optimum window of
decomposition but are expected to have different chemical properties given the unique attributes
of the wheat residue. Soils were incubated at 25C and soil moisture was maintained at 60% field
capacity. Field capacity was determined by placing a small amount of soil into a filter-lined
funnel and completely saturating it with water, followed by placing parafilm over the funnel to
create negative pressure. After water stopped draining from the sample, the water content of the
saturated soil was determined gravimetrically.

Soil N pool fractionation
After 24 hours, and 7, 28, 91, and 365 days, incubated soils were subsampled and
prepared for analysis for four different soil N pools: particulate organic matter (POM), mineral
associated organic matter (MAOM), total dissolved N (TDN), and microbial biomass N.
POM and MAOM were separated by chemical and physical fractionation (Eclesia et al.
2016). We weighed out 10 g of oven-dried soil and placed it into 50 ml polycarbonate centrifuge
tubes and added 30 ml of 5% hexametaphosphate (HMP). The soil and HMP solution was placed
on a reciprocating shaker at 120 RPM for 6-8 hours. Afterward, the solution was poured through
a 53 µm sieve, allowing the liquid to escape through the sieve and into a collection vessel. The
material on top of the sieve was rinsed until the water ran clear. It is possible that the processes
of fractionating soils via this method may lead to some N loss. The disturbance caused by
shaking the soils in solution may liberate N from both the POM and MAOM pool. Through the
rinsing process, this dissolved N is then washed away and discarded and not attributed to its
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respective pool (Bosshard et al. 2008). The material on top of the sieve (i.e., > 53 µm) was
removed and dried in preparation for analysis of the POM pool. The rinsate and soil HMP
solution that passed through the sieve were placed into a large centrifuge bottle and centrifuged
at 10,000 RPM for 30 minutes. The supernatant was poured off carefully without disturbing the
soil pellet. The pellet was removed, and the centrifuge bottle was carefully rinsed to capture any
remaining soil. The pellet and rinsed soil were then oven dried in preparation for analysis of the
MAOM pool (< 53 µm). The dried POM and MAOM fractions were ground and analyzed for
total C and N on and elemental analyzer (Costech ECS 4010, CHNSO Analyzer). Additionally,
POM and MAOM soil fractions were analyzed for 15N at the Cornell University Stable Isotope
Laboratory. To optimize resources, we analyzed the POM and MAOM fractions for

15N

from

four of the five field replicates.
TDN and MBN pools were obtained by chloroform fumigation, where the control soil
was measured to quantify TDN and the difference between the fumigated and control samples
provided estimates of the MBN pool. Two grams of incubated soil were weighed into tins in
duplicate and one tin underwent chloroform fumigation for 48 hours. Immediately, we added
20 mL of 1 M potassium chloride (KCl) to the unfumigated subsample and placed it on a
rotary shaker for 30 minutes at room temperature. After shaking, the soil and KCl solution
was filtered through an ash-free filter (Whataman no. 40) and the filtrate was captured in a 20
mL scintillation vile. Subsequently, after the conclusion of the 48-hour fumigation, the
fumigated soil also underwent a KCl extraction in the same manner. We measured total
dissolved N (TDN) and dissolved organic C (DOC) in both the chloroform fumigated and
non-fumigated extracts via a TOC/TDN analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-L with TNM-L). Microbial
biomass was calculated as the difference between non-fumigated and chloroform fumigated
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TDN and DOC, while TDN and DOC values were obtained from the non-fumigated samples.
The remaining left over KCl extracts were freeze dried and the salts packaged and sent for
isotope analysis (Dijkstra et al. 2012). Again, to optimize resources, we analyzed the freezedried extracts for 15N from four of the five field replicates. Microbial biomass C and N were
calculated as the difference between the fumigated and unfumigated samples. Microbial
biomass 15N was calculated as the differences in the

15N

recovered from the fumigated and

unfumigated samples.

Extracellular enzyme assays
We measure soil extracellular enzymes fluorometrically and photometrically with
standard microplate assays (German et al. 2011). We placed 2 g of fresh soil into a 100 ml
specimen cup with 50 ml of 100 mM sodium acetate buffer, adjusted to a pH of 5.5 with acetic
acid. Soils and buffer were homogenized for 30 seconds in a blender. Hydrolytic enzymes were
measured fluorometrically in a black 96-well plate and calibrated with a 4-Methylumbelliferone
(MUF) standard. 200 µl of each soil suspension was dispensed into the microtiter plates, in
triplicate, with the respective fluorometrically labeled substrate for each target enzyme. The
following hydrolytic enzymes activities were measured via the assay: 1,4-β-cellobiosidase (CBH,
exoglucanase), β-glucosidase (BG), N-acetyl-ß-D-glucosaminidase (NAG, exochitinase), and
Leucine-amino-peptidase (LAP, protease). Phenol- and peroxidase activity were measured using
20 mM L-DOPA (L-3,4 dihydroxyphenylalanin). 250 µl of each soil suspension were dispensed
in a clear 96-well plate in triplicate. Peroxidase wells received an additional 10 µl of 0.3%
hydrogen peroxide. Microtiter plates were measured photometrically at 450 nm and then
incubated in the dark at room temperature for 20 hours. Absorption was measured again at 450
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nm. Because enzyme activity can vary at different timepoints throughout the one-year
experiment, we integrated enzyme activity over all harvests dates to obtain cumulative enzyme
rates for the full duration of the incubation. This approach allows us to estimate the total amount
of enzymes produced throughout the incubation, rather than rely on snapshots of enzyme activity
at four discrete timepoints. Cumulative enzyme rates were calculated with the following equation
(Sinsabaugh et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2009; Wickings et al. 2012; Waring 2013):
𝑛

∑ = 𝐸𝑖 𝑇𝑖
𝑖=0

Where 𝑛 is the duration (days) of the incubation, 𝐸𝑖 is the mean enzyme activity (nmol g-1 MUF
h-1 or nmol g-1 DOPA h-1) between two successive harvests, and 𝑇𝑖 is the time (days) between
each harvest.

15N

Recovery Calculations
We calculated 15N recovery for MAOM-15N, POM-15N, MBN-15N, and TDN-15N. To

calculate 15N recovery we used the following equation from Clark et al. (2009):
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𝑁 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

𝑄𝑁 × 𝐸𝑁
𝑄15 𝑁

Where 𝑄𝑁 is the amount of total N (mg kg-1) measured in MAOM-N, POM-N, MBN, or TDN,
𝐸𝑁 is the 15N excess (atom%) of the analyzed sample
( 15𝑁 of sample –
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𝑁 natural abundance of soil), and 𝑄15 𝑁 is the amount (mg kg-1) of

residue-derived 15N added to each soil sample. Total 15N for each sample was calculated as the
sum 15N recovered in each pool.
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Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with the open source software R (R Core Team
2020). To determine the impact of agronomic management and residue type on 15N recovery, we
performed two-way ANOVAs for each soil pool at each harvest date with the base R stats
package and pipe-friendly rstatix package (R Core Team 2020; Kassambara 2021). We also
performed two-way ANOVAs for microbial biomass, enzymes, and additional biogeochemical
data (Appendix Table 1.1) for each harvest date. Soil management type and residue amendments
were both assigned as fixed effects in the two-way ANOVA models. Prior to statistical analysis,
extreme outliers were removed, and the data were transformed in the case of non-normal
distributions. Extreme outliers were identified as datapoints that fell above Q3 + 3x IQR or
below Q1 – 3x IQR (where Q1 and Q3 are the first and third quartile and the IQR is the
interquartile range).
Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) was used to explore and visualize
relationships between 15N recovery in different pools as well as other corresponding
biogeochemical data. We also used NMDS to visualize changes in patterns among treatments
over time. We used the Sorensen (Bray-Curtis) intext for the distance measure and the final
solution was accepted if the stress value was less than 0.2. We also used a permutational
multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) with 999 permutations to determine whether
the ordination groupings were statistically different. All figures were generated with the package
ggplot2 (Wickham 2020).
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1.3. Results
Whole soil response to field management and litter treatments
Organically managed soils had 1.2x (p < 0.001), 1.1x (p = 0.04), and 1.2x (p < 0.001)
more soil C than conventionally managed soils after 24 hours, 28 days, and one year of
incubation. Similarly, organically managed soils had 1.2x (p < 0.001), 1.3x (p < 0.001), and 1.2x
(p < 0.001) more soil N than the conventionally managed soils after 24 hours, 28 days, and one
year of incubation. These results are consistent with other soil chemistry analyses for the soils at
the KBS-LTER (Grandy and Robertson 2007) and indicate that the organically managed system
contains more soil C and N than the conventionally managed system.
There was no interactive effect between soil management and the litter addition treatment
for total soil C and N. Generally, we did not find that the litter additions affected the overall C
and N content across all harvest days. The one exception was that the litter treatments did alter
soil C content within the first 24 hours of the incubation. Soil C was higher in the rye and the
rye-wheat treatment when compared to the clover treatment (p < 0.001), perhaps indicating
slower initial decomposition of less labile substrates. Litter type had a significant effect on C/N
ratio in the first (24 hours, p < 0.001) and last harvest (365 days, p < 0.001), with higher C/N
ratios in the rye and rye-wheat treatments when compared to the clover treatments at both
harvests. Soil management strategy only influenced the bulk soil C/N ratio during the 28-day
harvest, with lower C/N ratios in the organically managed soils (p < 0.001).

15N

recovery across soil N pools
Across all harvest periods, we recovered a majority (20-40%) of our total 15N label from

the MAOM-N pool. Overall, management strategy (i.e., conventional or organic) did not affect
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the percent recovery of MAOM-15N, but litter type did (Table 2, Figure 1). Total 15N recovery
was lower in the clover residue treatment than the rye or rye-wheat residue treatments under both
management strategies across all harvest dates. The POM-N pool was the second-largest
reservoir of recovered 15N. Management strategy and litter type influenced 15N recovery in the
POM pool for the first two harvests, but there was no interaction between the two main effects.
We also found that litter type influenced 15N recovery in the final harvest. POM responded to
litter additions similarly to MAOM in that soils that received the clover treatment had lower 15N
recovery. Broadly, there was a decline in percent 15N recovery over the year long incubation
experiment. Litter type also consistently affected 15N recovery in the MBN and TDN pools
across all harvests, with lower 15N recovery in the clover treatment in both pools for all harvests
and higher 15N recovery in the rye-wheat treatments. We found that 15N made up a larger
proportion of the N within the MBN and TDN pools, implying that microbes are constantly
taking up and releasing N from the system. Finally, there was an increase in 15N recovery in the
MBN and TDN pools after the year-long incubation. These results imply that the fate of 15N
shifts from stable pools to more labile pools over time as the microbial community shifts from
depleting C resources in early time points to actively mining stable pools in later time points.
Our experiment did not separate dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) and mineral N from
the TDN pool. We must consider that DON, which was not sorbed to mineral surfaces or not
assimilated into microbial biomass, makes up a portion of the TDN pool. Therefore, we cannot
assume that microbes processed all N that entered the TDN pool. However, comparable studies
found that the DON pool comprises roughly 10-30% of the TDN pool. Furthermore, the amount
of inorganic N in agroecosystems is substantial due to the addition of N via fertilizers, manure,
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and the application of green manures (Lu 2011). Taken together, we can assume that microbes
likely processed most of the inorganic N in the TDN pool.

Soil organic matter pools
We found that soil management type was the only factor influencing the amount of C and
N in the MAOM fraction; this was consistent across each incubation harvest day. There were no
significant effects of the different litter addition treatments, and there was no interaction between
soil management and litter addition. Soil C concentration was consistently 1.2x higher in the
organically managed soil than the conventionally managed soil in the 24-hour, 7-day, 28-day,
and 365-day harvests (p < 0.001 for all four harvests). Similarly, we found that MAOM N
concentrations were approximately 1.3x higher in the organically managed soil than the
conventionally managed soil in the 24-hour, 7-day, 28-day, and 365-day harvests (p < 0.001 for
all four harvests).
The MAOM-C/N ratio generally was not impacted by soil management strategy in the
early harvests. We found that the C/N ratio was higher in the rye and rye-wheat treatments when
compared to the clover treatments in the 24-hour (p <0.001), 7-day (p < 0.001), and 28-day (p =
0.003) harvests. On the other hand, there was no impact of residue type on MAOM C/N ratio in
the final harvest and instead found that management strategy influenced MAOM-C/N, with the
C/N ratio slightly higher in the conventionally managed soil than in the organically managed
soil. We did not find an interaction between soil management or litter type in any harvest.
The main effects of soil management and litter type influenced POM-C concentration for
the 24-hour, 7-day, and 24-day harvests, while only management strategy influenced POM-C on
the final harvest day (365 days). Furthermore, we found an interaction between the two main
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effects, but only for harvest day seven (p = 0.03). POM-C reflected the C content for each litter
treatment, with POM having less C in the clover treatment than in the rye-wheat treatment and
the clover-wheat having similar C values as the rye treatment. Furthermore, we found that the
organic soils had more POM-C than the conventionally managed soils across all four harvest
dates (p < 0.001 for all harvests). We also found that POM-N was higher in the organic soils than
in the conventional soils (p < 0.001 for all harvests). However, there was no litter effect on
POM-N, except during the 28-day harvest.
Additionally, soil management type and litter treatment also influenced the POM-C/N
ratio across the first three harvest dates, but not for the final harvest day at 365 days. POM-C/N
ratio was higher in the conventionally managed soils at 24 hours (p = 0.018), 7 days (p < 0.001),
and 28 days (p = 0.017). Like POM-C, we also found that the POM-C/N ratio reflected the C/N
ratio of each of the litter treatments, with POM in the clover treatments having a lower C/N ratio
than POM in the rye-wheat treatments in the 24-hour (p < 0.001), 7-day (p < 0.001), and 28-day
(p = 0.002) harvests. There was no difference in POM-C/N ratios between the litter treatments in
the 365-day harvest.

Microbial biomass, dissolved organic C, and total dissolved N
Litter addition treatments influenced microbial biomass C in the first (p = 0.002) and
third harvests (p < 0.001), with lowest concentrations of MBC in the clover treatment, regardless
of management strategy. On harvest day 7, soil management type, not litter type, impacted MBC
concentrations with higher MBC content in the organic soil (p < 0.001). There was no interaction
between litter type and soil management strategy. On the other hand, litter type did not influence
microbial biomass N throughout the incubation experiment, but soil management strategy did
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influence MBN at the 24-hour (p = 0.03), 7-day (p < 0.001), and 28-day (0.02) harvest time
points. Microbial biomass N was higher in the organically soils than the conventionally managed
soils for the aforementioned harvest dates. Neither soil management type nor litter type influence
the microbial biomass C/N ratio in the first and last harvest, but both main effects impacted
microbial biomass C/N in harvest days 7 and 28.
We found that only residue treatment, not soil management strategy, affected DOC
concentrations in the soil. We found that soils that received the clover treatment had lower
concentrations of DOC, while soils that received the rye-wheat treatment had higher
concentrations of DOC. These patterns appeared most strongly in the first (p < 0.001) and second
(p < 0.001) harvests. Residue treatment also affected TDN concentrations in the first (p = 0.01)
and second harvests (p < 0.001), with higher TDN concentrations in the soils that received the
rye-wheat residue. We also found that soil management strategy affected TDN concentrations. In
the 24-hour harvest and 7-day harvest, the conventionally managed soil had higher TDN
concentration than the conventionally managed soils. However, by the 365-day harvest the
amount of TDN was 5 and 6 times higher in the organic and conventional management strategies
when compared to the 28-day harvest. Generally, residue type did not influence the DOC:TDN
ratio across each management strategy. However, we found that residue type influenced the
DOC:TDN ratio in the 24-hour (p = 0.016), 7-day (p = 0.031), and 28-day (p < 0.001) harvests.
There was no difference in the DOC:TDN between residue treatment types in the final harvest.
Furthermore, we did not find any interactive effects between management strategy and litter type
for DOC, TDN, or DOC:TDN.
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Soil enzyme activity
Finally, the C/N acquiring enzyme ratio was primarily affected by management strategy
(Figure 1.3); generally, the C/N acquiring enzyme ratio was higher in organically managed soils,
which indicates that more C acquiring enzymes were produced. During the one-month harvest,
we found an interaction between residue amendment and soil management. In the organic soil,
the C/N acquiring enzyme ratio was substantially lower in the rye-wheat treatment in comparison
to the other residue treatments. Yet, in the conventional soil the C/N acquiring enzyme ratio was
higher in the rye and rye-wheat treatments in comparison to the clover and clover-wheat
treatments.

Temporal effects
The NMDS indicated a clear separation of the data between the one-year harvest date and
the one-month harvest days (PERMANOVA, p = 0.001), but there was little distinction between
the 24-hour and 7-day harvest (Figure 1.4). The final ordination converged after 26 restarts and
had a total of two dimensions. The stress score was 0.14. Carbon acquiring enzymes and the C/N
acquiring enzyme ratio correlated with the one-year harvest. TDN concentration and percent 15N
recovery in the TDN pool tracked strongly with samples from the 28-day harvest.
The NMDS ordination for the one-year harvest showed a clear distinction between
conventionally and organically managed soils (PERMANOVA, p = 0.001). The final ordination
converged after 20 restarts and had a total of two dimensions. The stress score was 0.17. Vectors
tracked primarily with samples from organically managed soil, potentially indicating that
microbial activity and soil chemistry metrics have stronger associations with organically
manages soil.
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1.4. Discussion
Diversified crop rotations and cover crops are essential for regulating N cycling
dynamics, specifically by contributing plant-derived organic N to the mineralizable organic
matter pool (McDaniel et al. 2016; King and Hofmockel 2017). Our primary objective was to
understand how agricultural management drives the fate and transport of litter-derived 15N.
Specifically, we aimed to determine how conventionally and organically managed soils interact
with different crop residues to influence N cycling in agricultural soils. We found that 15N moves
rapidly from POM into the MAOM pool within 24-hours of litter introduction, suggesting that
while MAOM may be a persistent and somewhat inert pool, some MAOM can form very
rapidly. This rapidly forming MAOM may be the same pool that forms a more biologically
reactive N pool (Jilling et al. 2018, 2020). The rapid movement of 15N into the MAOM pool was
consistent across both management types, with no differences in 15N recovery between the
organically and conventionally managed soils. However, we found that 15N recovery varied
between the conventionally and organically managed soils in different pools at different time
points. For example, we detected differences between soils in the POM pool only during the first
two harvests, with more POM recovery in the organic soils, but during the last harvest, this
pattern disappeared. Instead, we found that soil management strategy influenced 15N recovery in
the TDN pool, with higher rates of 15N recovery occurring in the organically managed soil than
the conventionally managed soil. The underlying microbial community and differences in how it
processes organic matter under conventional versus organic management likely explain the
variation N cycling dynamics in these two systems (Berthrong et al. 2013; Cotrufo et al. 2013;
Kim et al. 2020).
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Enzymes and microbial responses
Our study provides evidence that microbial community processes differ in the organically
and conventionally managed soils, which may explain some of the differences in litter
processing. Carbon acquiring, N acquiring, and oxidative enzyme activity were 1.2x, 1.3x, and
1.1x higher in organic soils than in conventional soils during the first harvest. These results
indicate higher rates of biological activity in the organic system, which may translate to higher
rates of organic matter processing given the known correlations between enzyme activity and
carbon use efficiency, microbial growth rate, and microbial biomass production (Allison et al.
2010), especially in organically managed soils (Kallenbach et al. 2015). We also found that the
percent change in enzyme activity rates between the first and second harvest varied drastically
between soil management types. For instance, the percent increase in C acquiring enzyme rates
for the organically managed soils was nearly double that of the conventionally managed soils
between the 24-hour and the 7-day harvest. Yet, the percent increase in N acquiring enzyme rates
for the conventionally managed soils was nearly double that of the organically managed soils.
These results imply that while organically managed soils generally had higher enzyme activity
rates across harvests, the soil management types differed in how the microbial communities
allocated resources to enzyme production between harvests, which may be due to stoichiometric
needs.
A previous study conducted with soils from the KBS-LTER found no differences in
enzyme activities between the organically and conventionally managed soils studied (Wickings
et al. 2016). Nevertheless, microbial enzyme activity is generally higher in organically managed
soils, likely because enzyme activity correlates with SOC content (e.g., Bowles et al. 2014;
Tautges et al. 2016). A recent meta-analysis found that organic systems consistently have higher
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enzyme activity and other microbial functions and attributed these higher rates to increased
microbial abundance in organic systems (Lori et al. 2017). Our results are in line with other
studies in that cumulative enzyme activity for C acquiring, N acquiring, and oxidative enzymes
were higher in the organically managed soils than the conventionally managed soils. Carbon
acquiring enzyme activity was 1.5x higher, N acquiring enzyme activity was 1.3x, and oxidative
enzyme activity was 1.5x higher in organically managed soils than conventionally managed soils
(Table 1.3). For both conventionally and organically managed soils, the ratio of cumulative C
acquiring enzymes to N acquiring enzymes was greater than one, indicating that both soils had
higher C acquiring enzyme activity than N acquiring enzyme activity over the year-long
incubation. The production of more C acquiring enzymes than N acquiring enzymes implies a C
limited system, where microbes actively pursue C sources (Allison and Vitousek 2005; Li et al.
2021). Elevated C acquiring enzymes is typical in most agroecosystems because SOM content is
low, and N inputs are high (Jian et al. 2016), and microbes are C limited (Heuck et al. 2015).
Some studies suggest that restorative agricultural practices (e.g., organic management) increase
both C and N acquiring enzyme activities and even narrow the C/N acquiring ratio due to
increases in SOM content (Tiemann et al. 2015). However, we found that C acquiring enzyme
activity was higher in the organic soils; the C/N acquiring enzyme ratio was larger, not smaller,
in these soils.
We found an interactive effect of soil management type and residue amendment
treatment for the cumulative C/N acquiring enzyme ratio. Specifically, there was a contrasting
enzyme response to residue type between the two soil management types. The C/N acquiring
enzyme ratio was higher in the clover, clover-wheat, and rye than the rye-wheat treatment in the
organic soil, while in the conventionally managed soils, this ratio was higher in the rye-wheat
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treatments than the other residue types. It is well understood that litter quality and quantity affect
decomposition rates (Couteaux et al. 1995; Fierer et al. 2005; Mooshammer et al. 2012; Cotrufo
et al. 2013; Schnecker et al. 2019; and many others). For example, labile litter can prime the
microbial community with easily accessible resources and accelerate decomposition rates (de
Graaff et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2015; Shahbaz et al. 2017). However, more recalcitrant litter
undergoes a series of chemical transformations over time (Grandy and Neff 2008) and nutrientrich microbial necromass can fuel microbial efforts to break down litter with higher C/N ratios
(Kuzyakov 2010). In agricultural systems, the application of amendments regularly disrupts and
alters soil biogeochemistry, prompting an array of microbial responses. Therefore, our results
suggest that the interaction between management strategies and residue quality further alters
microbial processes like decomposition to have downstream effects on nutrient consumption and
release.

15N

recovery across soil pools in response to soil management
The most striking aspect of the 15N pool dynamics in our study was the rapid transfer of

residue-15N into the MAOM pool in both soils across all residue treatments. After 24 hours of
incubation, we recovered between just 5-18% of the 15N applied via residue in the POM pool,
which constituted 18% of the total 15N recovered across all pools for the first harvest. However,
we recovered 28-60% of the total applied 15N in the MAOM pool, accounting for 73% of the
total 15N recovered across all pools during the 24-hour harvest (Appendix Table 1.7). The
MAOM pool remained the largest 15N sink for the year-long incubation, even though the
MAOM pool demonstrated slight declines in 15N recovery over time. Very few studies (if any)
examine 15N recovery in the MAOM pool after only 24 hours, and to our knowledge, ours may
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be one of the first to do so. Analogous studies that examine N recovery in organic matter pools
over longer periods find similar declines in POM-N after approximately one month (St. Luce et
al. 2014; Liu et al. 2021) and steady increases in the MAOM pool after seven months (FultonSmith and Cotrufo 2019). Our findings of rapid transfer of POM-15N to MAOM-15N may be
due to some losses during the POM and MAOM fractionation process; for instance, some POM15N may have leached out during the wet sieving process via gaseous losses during air drying
(Bosshard et al. 2008), or POM passing through the sieve. However, studies show that rapid
(within two years) stabilization of MAOM-N from the POM pool is most likely due to 15N
solubilization from small POM particles to DON that promotes microbial 15N assimilation
(Bosshard et al. 2008; Cotrufo et al. 2015), promoting MAOM formation via rapid association of
microbial biomass and necromass with mineral surfaces (Kölbl et al. 2006; Jilling et al. 2020;
Poirier et al. 2020; Daly et al. 2021). The earliest time point in these studies is six months, and
our study suggests that MAOM formation occurs even more rapidly. Research shows rapid
nutrient mobilization within 72 hours of residue incorporation (Rinkes et al. 2014) and formation
of MAOM from microbial productions within five days of incubation (Heckman et al. 2013)
further supports our findings.
In the first two harvests, we recovered more POM-15N from the organic soils than the
conventional soils (24-hours, p = 0.023; 7-days, p = 0.01). This finding may be due to the
microbial community utilizing the residue amendment, in particular the N in the residues, as the
primary fuel to breakdown the background C-rich POM pool in an act of priming or facilitation
(Chen et al. 2014b). It is well established that the organic soils at the KBS-LTER accumulate
more C in the POM fraction than the conventional soils (Grandy and Robertson 2007), and this
POM pool likely contains more partially decomposed, recalcitrant organic matter than do fresh
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residues. Because the chemical makeup of the clover and rye residues (Table 1) more closely
mirror microbial stoichiometric needs than the background POM pool, the microbes use the
easily accessible N to facilitate metabolic processes required to further promote decomposition
of native POM (Flemming and Wingender 2010; Hartman and Richardson 2013; ZechmeisterBoltenstern et al. 2015; Costa et al. 2018). During decomposition, microbes that incorporate the
15N

can colonize and remain on and within decomposing POM particles (Bucka et al. 2021).

Thus, if microbes assimilate 15N into their biomass and then attack native POM, they can
maintain the recovery of 15N in the POM pool despite decomposition of the new litter inputs
(Chenu and Jaunet 1992; Gaillard et al. 1999; Young and Crawford 2004; Rabbi et al. 2020;
Bucka et al. 2021).
There was a slight increase in POM recovery on harvest days 7 and 28, but after the oneyear harvest, there was a sharp increase in 15N recovery in the MBN and TDN pools. The MBN
pool contained, on average, 4-7% of residue 15N, while the TDN pool contained 2-4% of residue
15N between the first and third harvest. However, after one year, the MBN and TDN pools
contained 7% and 15% residue 15N, respectively; the MBN pool accounted for 13%, and the
TDN pool accounted for 23% of the total 15N recovered across all pools for the one-year
harvest. In contrast, we recovered on average 6% of the initial 15N in the POM pool after one
year, accounting for 10% of the total 15N recovered. Another 15N labeling study found that
MBN 15N recovery spiked at day one and gradually declined over 120 days. This study found
similar 15N recovery rates for the extractable organic matter pool and the NH4+ pool (Quan et
al. 2018). The authors also found that 15N recovery in the NO3- pool increased substantially
over the 120-day incubation and accounted for a majority of the applied 15N tracer, potentially
suggesting that microbes processed the 15N substrates before converting it to NH4+ to NO3-.
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Other incubation studies found a steady increase of 15N recovery in the MBN, DON, and
inorganic N pools beginning after roughly 30 days of incubating litter and continuing for 60-120
days (St. Luce et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2021), which may indicate N re-recycling between pools.
Our results mirror certain aspects of the above studies; however, we did not differentiate between
the DON pool and inorganic N pools. Therefore, we cannot detect potential N recycling between
the soluble DON and inorganic N pools.

15

N recovery across soil pools in response to residue quality
We expected that total 15N recovery would be higher under the clover and clover-rye

treatments because clover is more labile than rye (Table 1), and the higher quality litter would
undergo microbial processing faster. Thus, clover 15N would be processed by microbes faster and
transferred to other pools compared to other residues. Contrary to our expectations, we found
that soils that received the rye treatment yielded higher total 15N recovery. On average, we
recovered more 15N in soils that received the rye treatment, regardless of soil management,
across all harvests (58-66% 15N recovery). In comparison, we recovered the least amount of 15N
from the clover (40-47% 15N recovery) and clover-wheat treatments (43-53% 15N recovery), and
intermediate amounts of 15N from rye-wheat (52-64% 15N recovery) treatment.
The differences among residue treatment chemistry likely altered 15N pool dynamics
over time. During the 24-hour, 7-day, and one-month harvests, we recovered more rye 15N in
the MAOM pool, clover-wheat 15N in the POM pool, and rye-wheat 15N in the MBN pool. The
higher amount of rye 15N recovery in the MAOM pool after 24-hours may indicate that
microbes processed rye litter more quickly than other substrates, and it thus moved into the
MAOM pool rapidly. Microbial preference for processing rye might suggest that it matches their
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stoichiometric needs better by providing ample C and N relative to the background SOM. The
higher recovery of 15N from the rye-wheat residue in the microbial biomass further
demonstrates that the microbial community is C starved, and the wheat addition provides an
additional C source. The TDN pool mirrors this pattern, where there was also high rye-wheat
15N recovery, suggesting that microbes likely processed these residues before releasing N into
the soil. The higher recovery of clover-wheat 15N in the POM pool may indicate a transfer of
15N from the labile clover residue into the background POM pool as microbes use that substrate,
fueling metabolic activity to access additional organic matter. Finally, after the year-long
incubation, we recovered more 15N rye in the MAOM, MBN, and TDN pools than the other
residues, which suggests that the rye provided an ideal stoichiometry over the long-term allowed
continual microbial processing.
We recovered a wide range of the total initial 15N added via residues (13-79%), with an
average recovery of 54%. This indicates that a substantial part of initial 15N added was lost
during the duration of the experiment. Potential 15N losses may have occurred at various points
in sample processing: i) more 15N may have been lost via denitrification in the higher quality
litter treatments (clover and clover-wheat) than in the lower quality litter treatments (rye and ryewheat treatments) (Rummel et al. 2020, 2021); ii) 15N may have been lost via leaching during the
POM-MAOM fractionation process more easily from the labile clover litter (Bosshard et al.
2008). It should also be noted that while one of the assumptions of tracer studies is that microbes
do not discriminate against 15N (Kirkham and Bartholomew 1954), it is possible that microbes
can preferentially retain the heavier N isotope because it is more costly to release than the lighter
molecular weight isotope (Dijkstra et al. 2006, 2009; Lerch et al. 2011).
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Conclusions
Overall, we found strong evidence that agricultural management alters N cycling. Using a
15N tracer approach, we were able to quantify the movement of that tracer into different soil N
pools over a year-long incubation. Ultimately, the movement of 15N from the POM pool to the
MAOM pool was rapid. Furthermore, we detected differences in 15N recovery between the
organically and conventionally managed soils within the POM, MBN, and TDN pools at various
harvest points, suggesting a transfer of residue N into different soil pools over time. Specifically,
15N recovery was highest in the organic soils, and it moved from the POM pool to the MBN in
the first month of the experiment and from the MBN pool to the TDN pool after one year.
Enzyme data reveal that enzyme activities were consistently higher in the organic system than
the conventional system, further supporting the idea that substrate availability and microbial
stoichiometric needs drive N cycling in these soils.
The size of the background SOM pool may be responsible for N transfer patterns between
pools. For instance, organically managed soils have higher SOM than their conventionally
managed counterparts. Because POM chemistry tends to be variable and often of low quality
(von Lützow et al. 2007), microbes expend more N (via enzyme production) to break down
further the POM pool (Mooshammer et al. 2014b). Therefore, in organic systems, the addition of
labile substrates to POM-rich soils stimulates microbial activity (Figure 1.6a). The accumulation
of these microbial byproducts contributes to MAOM formation by sorbing to mineral surfaces
(Kölbl et al. 2006; Bosshard et al. 2008; Jilling et al. 2020; Poirier et al. 2020; Daly et al. 2021).
Then, the microbial community depletes residue inputs and background POM and releases
excess N into the soil, contributing to the TDN pool (Pimentel and Burgess 2014).
Conventionally managed systems are rich in inorganic N due to high inputs of exogenous N
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(Robertson and Vitousek 2009). High inorganic N combined with low SOM creates a system
with lower biological activity and decomposition rates (Mahal et al. 2019). However, residue
additions to conventional soils prompt an immediate microbial response to immobilize C and
mineralize N (Figure 1.6b). Microbes then deplete accessible C sources, and biological activity
declines, resulting in slower C immobilization and N mineralization rates but still facilitating a
steady accumulation of 15N recovery in the TDN pool.
Our study highlights the temporal differences in the fate of N in response to agricultural
management and origin litter stoichiometry. We reinforce previous work suggesting that MAOM
formation occurs rapidly and that MAOM is a large but active N reservoir. We also suggest that
microbes have better access to other sources of organic matter in organic soils that can sustain
long-term N cycling through different N pools. Finally, high-level agronomic management
determines how the microbial community processes residues depending on the quantity and
quality of the background SOM pool. Thus, tailoring cover crop species to complement the needs
of the microbial community may be necessary to maximize internal N cycling, depending on the
overarching management strategy. Our work shows that agricultural management drives
microbial response to residue inputs which ultimately dictates N cycling through the system.
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Table 1.1. Labeled residue characteristics and C and N content of residue treatment
combinations.
Chemical Properties
Residue
Clover
Clover-Wheat
Rye
Rye-Wheat

%C

%N

C/N

49.30
51.50
48.90
50.60

3.28
2.09
2.03
1.53

15
25
24
33

15

N at%
1.9
1.9
3.1
3.1

Table 1.2. Results of the two-way ANOVA (soil management and litter type) for % 15N
recovered in mineral associated organic matter nitrogen (MAOM), particulate organic matter
nitrogen (POM), microbial biomass nitrogen (MBN), total dissolved nitrogen (TDN) pools.
Pools

Factors

Incubation Days
1

MAOM

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

0.473
< 0.001
0.355

7
p-value
0.069
< 0.001
0.229

POM

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

0.023
0.035
0.136

MBN

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

TDN

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

28

365

0.529
< 0.001
0.433

0.590
< 0.001
0.126

0.010
0.025
0.889

0.433
0.139
0.890

0.787
0.035
0.552

0.393
< 0.001
0.635

< 0.001
0.009
0.931

0.049
< 0.001
0.777

0.636
0.311
0.620

0.827
< 0.001
0.733

0.033
0.017
0.886

0.365
< 0.001
0.734

<0.001
< 0.01
0.394
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Table 1.3. Results of the two-way ANOVA (soil management and litter type) for C acquiring, N
acquiring, and oxidative enzymes across all harvest dates.
Enzymes

Factors
1
p-value

Incubation Days
7
28
365
p-value
p-value
p-value

Cumulative
p-value

C acquiring

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

<0.001
0.004
0.118

0.005
0.039
0.334

<0.001
0.616
0.704

<0.001
0.044
0.484

< 0.001
0.139
0.689

N acquiring

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

<0.001
0.205
0.827

0.214
0.323
0.427

0.001
0.053
0.025

<0.001
0.007
0.051

< 0.001
0.034
0.012

Oxidative

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

0.036
0.599
0.815

0.067
0.085
0.55

0.327
0.057
0.029

<0.001
0.119
0.004

< 0.001
0.555
0.013

C/N
acquiring

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

0.799
0.124
0.428

<0.001
0.074
0.563

0.018
0.037
0.001

0.007
0.023
0.648

< 0.001
0.014
0.001

Table 1.4. Results of the two-way ANOVA (soil management and litter type) for microbial
biomass.
Factors

Incubation Days
1

Carbon

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

<0.001
0.006
0.72

7
p-value
<0.001
<0.001
0.749

Nitrogen

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

0.986
0.277
0.641

0.020
0.017
0.759

28

365

0.020
0.136
0.135

0.053
0.231
0.156

0.063
0.002
0.055

0.505
0.967
0.922
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Figure 1.1. Percent of residue derived 15N recovered in each of the target soil N pools in
response to soil and litter treatments across all harvests. Mean % 15N recovery shown with bars
representing SE. Full ANOVA results in Table 1. Row A corresponds to the 24-hour harvest,
row B corresponds to the 7-day harvest, row C corresponds to the 28-day harvest, and finally,
row D corresponds to the 365-day harvest.
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Figure 1.2. Cumulative enzyme activity of C acquiring (CBH + BG), N acquiring (NAG), and oxidative (peroxidase +
phenoloxidase). Mean enzyme activity shown with bars representing SE. Full ANOVA results in Tables 2 an

70
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Figure 1.3. Microbial biomass C and N response to soil type and residue addition across all four
harvest dates. Full ANOVA results in Table 4. Row A corresponds to the 24-hour harvest, row B
corresponds to the 7-day harvest, row C corresponds to the 28-day harvest, and finally, row D
corresponds to the 365-day harvest.
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Figure 1.4. Non-metric Multi-dimensional Scaling (NMDS) ordination of all harvests. The
closer two points are, the more similar the corresponding samples are with respect to the
variables. Direction and magnitude of vectors represent associations of variables with harvest
dates in ordination space. Harvest day 365 tended to have higher associations with TDN, %15N
recovery within the TDN pool, and N acquiring enzyme activity.
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Figure 1.5. Non-metric Multi-dimensional Scaling (NMDS) ordination for the one-year harvest.
The closer two points are, the more similar the corresponding samples are with respect to the
variables. Direction and magnitude of vectors represent associations of variables with harvest
dates in ordination space. Organically managed soils tended to have higher associations with
enzyme activity and measures of MAOM C and N content as well as POM C and N content.
Conventionally managed soils had very little associations with soil chemistry variables and
enzyme activity.
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Figure 1.6. Conceptual model illustrating potential 15N pathways in organically and
conventionally managed soils. The mineral associated organic matter (MAOM), particulate
organic matter (POM), total dissolved N (TDN), and microbial biomass (MB) pools are
emphasized with grey boxes. Size of the arrow indicates the strength of the pathway. The blue
shapes represent labeled 15N and green shapes represent unlabeled N. In both soils, 15N enters
the MAOM pool rapidly. In organically managed soils, microbes use existing POM in the soil to
fuel activity to break down labeled residue. Microbial turnover results in labeled microbial
necromass, which contributes to the POM pool. As the total POM pool becomes depleted,
microbes resort to other methods of acquiring C resources, like attacking MAOM, and excess N
spills over into the TDN pool. In conventionally managed soils, the POM pool and smaller and
thus cannot support the recycling of POM. These soils also have lower microbial activity rates
compared to organically managed soils, thus microbial ability to tap into other resource pools
like MAOM is lower.
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CHAPTER 2
COMPLEX CROP ROTATIONS IMPROVE ORGANIC NITROGEN CYCLING

Abstract
Nitrogen (N) availability in agroecosystems is often poorly coupled to plant N uptake, leading to
inefficient fertilizer use and environmental losses. Building soil organic N pools and enhancing
internal recycling of N with crop rotations may help improve N use efficiency. Yet, growers
must use supplemental inorganic N fertilizer to optimize yields, often overlooking the organic N
pool as a valuable N source. While we understand that depolymerization is the rate-limiting step
to accessing bioavailable N from organic sources in natural ecosystems, there has been little
work in agroecosystems to identify how management influences this inflection point in the N
cycle. To provide insight into how growers can manage the organic N pool to reduce fertilizer
input, we examined gross depolymerization rates within an agricultural context. Specifically, we
investigated 1) how crop rotations affect organic N pools and accelerate organic N cycling, and
2) whether inorganic N fertilization enhances, has no effect, or suppresses soil N cycling
responses to crop rotation. To test this, we measured gross rates of protein depolymerization,
amino acid consumption, ammonification, and ammonium consumption using 15N isotope pool
dilution assays on soils collected from a long-term crop complexity experiment in Mead, NE,
USA. Treatments sampled included both 0 kg and 180 kg N ha-1 fertilization levels in continuous
corn, corn-soybean, and corn-soybean-sorghum-oat/clover rotations. We found that higher
cropping complexity coupled with zero fertilization significantly increased gross
depolymerization and amino acid consumption rates relative to fertilized, monocrop plots. Gross
ammonification was higher in more complex rotations, irrespective of fertilizer treatment, while
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ammonium consumption was higher in fertilized plots across all cropping regimes. We show that
internal N cycling is stimulated by cropping system complexity; however, N fertilization
suppresses some of the benefits of temporal crop diversification. Management strategies that
adopt fertilization regimes that balance mineral fertilizer application and promote internal N
cycling via increased cropping complexity will promote productivity while minimizing N losses.

2.1. Introduction
Modern agriculture relies heavily on synthetic fertilizer to maintain nitrogen (N)
availability throughout the growing season. However, fertilizer-intensive practices result in
excess N in local ecosystems, which has serious consequences on the surrounding terrestrial and
aquatic ecology. Moreover, excess N exacerbates the effects of climate change by contributing to
greenhouse gas emissions (Vitousek et al. 1997; Bodirsky et al. 2012; Velazquez et al. 2016).
Nitrogen asynchrony is an imbalance between available fertilizer-N and crop N uptake and is a
common problem across many types of cropping systems that can either result in environmental
pollution (excess N) or reduced crop production (N stress) (Crews and Peoples 2005; Grandy et
al. 2012). For example, conventional cropping systems, typically managed with only one or two
crops in rotation, often have low soil nutrients and must rely on high fertilization to meet crop
yield demands (Doran and Zeiss 2000; Khan et al. 2007; Kibblewhite et al. 2008; Baumhardt et
al. 2015). One way to address this issue is to increase the capacity of internal N cycling, rather
than relying strictly on external N sources. Even in well-fertilized systems, N derived from
organic matter, like crop residues and existing soil organic matter (SOM) pools contributes up to
50% of the bioavailable N in cropping systems (Yan et al. 2019). Designing management plans
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that augment and utilize internal organic N sources may facilitate an increase in N cycling and
reduce the need for additional external inputs.
Crop rotation complexity describes the number and sequence of crops grown over time,
including combinations of cash and cover crops. Increasing the number of crops in rotation
elevates plant functional diversity (i.e., cereal vs legume crop), which has known benefits for
increasing crop yield (Smith et al. 2008) and numerous benefits for belowground processes. High
crop complexity may enhance organic N cycling in agroecosystems and help reduce the use of
heavy fertilizer application (Isbell et al. 2013; Gaudin et al. 2015). Higher crop rotation
complexity promotes SOM development (Drinkwater et al. 1998; McDaniel et al. 2014b;
Poeplau and Don 2015) and microbial activity (McDaniel et al. 2014b). Soil organic matter
improves soil structure (Feller and Beare 1997; Six et al. 2000; Dexter et al. 2008; King et al.
2020) and acts as a reservoir of nutrients (Wardle et al. 2004), leading to the stabilization of both
carbon (C) and N within the soil matrix via biochemical and physical protection (Six et al. 2002).
Increased organic matter supports internal N cycling and supplies valuable N, however
specific organic N transformations that regulate N supply remain poorly characterized
(Drinkwater and Snapp 2007). Often overlooked, protein depolymerization (Box 1) is the
precursor step to N mineralization. This important process is the component of organic N cycling
that is responsible for the breakdown of large, N-rich organic structures (proteins) into N-bearing
monomers (amino acids) (Schimel and Bennett 2004). Both plants and microbes rely on free
amino acids as valuable N sources (Persson and Näsholm 2001; Vinolas et al. 2001; Bardgett et
al. 2003), especially in N limited soils (Jones and Kielland 2002). Microbial consumption of
amino acids leads to potentially different fates for the N. Microbes may recycle amino acids by
incorporating them into their microbial biomass. In contrast, if microbes do not require this
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organic N, it is likely released into the soil as ammonium (NH4+) in a process of spillover N
metabolism, thus contributing to the inorganic N pool. This is a critical step in the N cycle that
simultaneously provides N for plant and microbe use, and acts as a gatekeeper for environmental
N loss via recycling organic forms of N.
How common agricultural practices affect organic N cycle processes like protein
depolymerization remains largely unknown, particularly how practices might interact in ways
that are complementary or antagonistic for reducing N losses. Complex cropping systems
promote organic N cycling by contributing a diverse profile of organic substrates derived from
aboveground biomass, belowground biomass, and root exudates, thus increasing the overall
quality and quantity of inputs to the soil. The accumulation of those high-quality inputs year after
year builds the organic N pool, thus providing a reservoir of potentially bioavailable N. This
reservoir of organic N becomes bioavailable through microbial processing, specifically via
depolymerization. However, complex cropping systems often receive external inorganic N
fertilizer in addition to organic N inputs. The impact of external inorganic fertilization on organic
N cycling remains uncertain, making it difficult to predict the supply of N to plants (Farzadfar et
al. 2021) and potentially underestimating the amount of bioavailable N generated from organic N
cycling (Näsholm et al. 2000; Snapp and Fortuna 2003; Geisseler et al. 2009).
Supplying additional fertilizer to a system that aims to build SOM may result in a Climited microbial community, and consequently release inorganic N through metabolic spillover.
As such, fertilization in complex cropping systems could unintentionally result in greater release
of inorganic N, thereby nullifying some of the environmental benefits typically associated with
crop rotations. In turn, high rates of fertilizer additions in complex systems could suppress some
N transformation processes, like mineralization and depolymerization (Geisseler and Horwath
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2008; Mahal et al. 2019). Unlike proteins, inorganic forms of N (e.g. NH4+) are readily
accessible to microbes and do not need to be broken down via enzymes (Geisseler and Horwath
2008). It is well established that proteins in the soil induce protease synthesis, while NH4+ has no
effect on protease synthesis. Thus, it is possible that the interaction between inorganic fertilizer
and organic inputs may result in reduced rates of organic matter degradation, and therefore a
reduction in substrate availability for depolymerization (Noll et al. 2019). Yet, very little
research on depolymerization rates in agroecosystems exists, limiting our knowledge of how
management influences the rate limiting step of N cycling.
Methodical limitation may be inhibiting thorough assessments of protein
depolymerization in agroecosystems, and until recently few tools existed for overcoming this
barrier. Traditional approaches that aim to quantify depolymerization rates are extrapolations of
potential protease enzyme activity (Sims and Wander 2002; Geisseler and Horwath 2008;
Rothstein 2009; Fukumasu and Shaw 2017). While these methods are sufficient for
understanding microbial proteolytic potential under ideal conditions, they do not provide
accurate rates of amino acid production and consumption (Vranova et al. 2013). Additionally,
these methods are unable to quantify the native amino acid pool by measuring protease potential
after the addition of proteins or peptides (Wanek et al. 2010). Furthermore, other traditional
methods tend to rely on net measurements of amino acid flux, which does not allow for
distinguishing the consumptive role that microbes play in these processes. In contrast, over the
past decade, researchers have optimized the isotope pool dilution methods, originally developed
by Kirkham and Bartholomew (1954) as a way to estimate N flux, to be able to measure amino
acid flux in soils and decomposing litter (Wanek et al. 2010). These relatively new assays
quantify gross amino acid production (i.e., depolymerization) and consumption, which can
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provide insight into the stoichiometric demands of the microbial community. Isotopically labeled
amino acid pool dilution can also offer mechanistic explanations for organic N cycling and
downstream N pool dynamics, especially in agroecosystems.
Organic N pools and fluxes are critical N sources in agroecosystems. Organic monomers
like amino acids are important contributors to the bioavailable N pool and are the precursors to N
mineralization. Rotation complexity is one way to potentially restore SOM pools and accelerate
organic N cycling and bioavailability. However, rotation complexity alone is typically unable to
meet crop N requirements in most agroecosystems, prompting the widespread use of additional
inorganic fertilizer. This creates a need to better understand how organic N cycling is influenced
by crop rotation complexity alone, and in combination with external N fertilizer applications.
Ideally, these sources of N – internal organic N cycling and external N inputs – would be
complementary such that they combine for an additive or even synergistic effect (e.g.,
fertilization with inorganic N promotes organic N turnover) (Neff et al. 2002; Norris and
Congreves 2018). Yet, external mineral N inputs may suppress organic N cycling and thus offset
the positive impacts of complex rotations on N cycling (Hobley et al. 2018; Giacometti et al.
2021). The overall objective of this study was to understand whether complex crop rotations
change soil microbial activity, SOM dynamics and organic N cycling and how these impacts are
moderated by external N fertilizer applications. We utilized a long-term agricultural research
experiment and 15N-amino acid pool dilution techniques to ask: 1) do more complex crop
rotations restore organic N pools and accelerate organic N cycling; and 2) does inorganic N
enhance, suppress, or have no effect on soil responses to complex crop rotations?
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2.2. Materials and Methods
1. Field Site
Soils were collected from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s Eastern Nebraska
Research and Extension Center (ENREC) in Mead, NE. The experiment was established on
Yutan silty clay loam-Tomek silt loam complex. The field site elevation is 366 m and mean
annual temperature and precipitation is 10.5°C and 765 mm, respectively. The crop rotation
experiment is a split plot factorial design, with crop complexity as the main plot and N fertilizer
as the split plot. Plots are 9 m wide and 10 m long and replicated across five main blocks. The
crop complexity experiment was established in 1972 and fertilizer treatments were introduced in
1984 (Sindelar et al. 2016). The plots were disked annually, twice in the spring from 1983 until
2006; in 2007, the study was converted to no-till. We collected soils from four of the five
replicated blocks from the following crop rotations: continuous corn (low complexity), cornsoybean (medium complexity), and corn-soybean-sorghum-oat/clover (high complexity). Soils
were collected during the corn phase of each rotation. Fertilized subplots receive fertilizer N as
granular urea (46-0-0) that is manually broadcast applied without incorporation (Sindelar et al.
2016). Fertilizer rates for the corn and grain sorghum rotations were 0, 90, and 180 kg 180 kg N -1
ha and 0, 34, and 69 kg N-1 ha for the soybean and oat/clover rotations. We utilized the zero (0
kg N-1 ha) and high (180 kg N-1 ha) fertilizer subplots from the continuous corn, corn-soy, and
complex cropping systems. The high fertilizer treatment falls just above the recommended
fertilization rate for the region, which ranges between 100-150 kg N-1 ha (Tenorio et al. 2020).
We opted to use the zero and high fertilizer treatments to capture N flux responses on either end
of the fertilizer application spectrum.
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2. Soil Characterization
Intact bulk soil (0-15 cm) was extracted by hammer core (5.8 cm diameter) lined with a
plastic sleeve to minimize soil disturbance. Soils were immediately placed on ice and shipped to
the University of New Hampshire (UNH), Durham and University of California, Berkeley. In the
lab, soil cores were homogenized and placed through a 1 cm sieve, then subsampled for
immediate initiation of laboratory analyses. Microbial biomass C and N was measured by the
chloroform fumigation extraction method (Vance et al. 1987). Dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
was determined via UV/persulfate digestion on a TOC analyzer. Total dissolved nitrogen (TDN)
was measured using the alkaline persulfate digestion method (Yu et al. 1994). Extractable
ammonium and nitrate concentration were quantified by colorimetric procedures as described in
Hood-Nowotny et al. (2010). The total free amino acid pool was quantified by the fluorometric
OPAME procedure based on Jones et al. (2002). Total soil C and N content was determined by
dry combustion using an elemental analyzer. Protein content, a soil health indicator of potentially
available organic nitrogen, was measured according to Hurisso et al. (2018). Gross N
transformation rates were measured at the UNH soil biogeochemistry lab as detailed in the

3. Gross Depolymerization
We modified a GC-MS 15N pool dilution method introduced by Wanek et al. (2010) to
quantify gross rates of protein depolymerization. Given that the original method was designed to
measure protein depolymerization rates on decaying litter, we optimized the approach so that we
could measure amino acid production and consumption in soils.
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CEC preparation
We prepared all cation exchange cartridges (CECs) by attaching CEC’s to a 30 mL luer
lock syringe, adding 10 mL of ultra-pure water into the syringe (carefully replacing the plunger),
and allowing the water to drip slowly through the CECs over a three hour period, taking care to
retain water in the CECs at the end of the three hours soak (Wanek et al. 2010). Cation exchange
cartridges should not be allowed to dry out after the initial soak. This process ensures that the
CEC resin beads are fully saturated prior to conditioning with reagents. After the initial soak,
CECs were sequentially rinsed with 10 mL of 3M ammonia (NH3), 10 mL of ultra-pure water, 10
mL of 1M HCl, and finally 10 mL of ultra-pure water, again taking care to retain solutions
within the CEC as to not allow them to dry out. This process removes any contamination by
amino acids and to regenerate the charge of the resin (Wanek et al. 2010).

Isotope pool dilution
Field moist soil samples were weighed to 6 g in duplicate pairs (i.e., t0 and t1) and were
pre-incubated for 48 hours at ambient temperature under vented conditions. A cell-free, 15N
labeled amino acid solution (98 atom% 15N, 20 mM in water, Sigma-Aldrich, 767972-1EA, Lot #
MBBC1096) representing 20% of the average amino acid pool based on a random subsample of
the soils was added to each sample duplicate. This concentration of amino acid label solution
was selected because it is the smallest amount of label that can be added without potentially
priming the microbial community, but also provides sufficient levels of detection.
Ultrapure water was added in very small increments for a total of 0.5-1 mL to each soil
duplicate to achieve ~60% of field capacity. Field capacity was determined by saturating a small
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amount of soil with water and allowing it to drip under negative pressure until water stopped
flowing. After water stopped flowing, the water content of the saturated soil was determined
gravimetrically. Soil saturation is important for aiding in the full distribution and suspension of
the isotopic label throughout the soil. After the addition of the isotopic label, soils were
incubated for 10 (t0) and 30 (t1) minutes, with the measurable rate of proteolysis occurring during
a 20-minute timeframe. At each time point, the respective duplicates received 20 mL of “stop
solution” consisting of 10 mM calcium sulfate (CaSO4) and 37% formaldehyde (CH2O). CaCO4
is the amino acid extraction agent, while formaldehyde inhibits microbial activity, production of
additional extracellular enzymes, and denatures the existing extracellular enzymes, thereby
halting further proteolysis.
A “recovery” amino acid mixture was prepared, consisting of 0.05% of each individual
amino acid (18 in total); 20 μL of the amino acid recovery mixture was mixed with 500 μL of 10
mM CaSO4and 20 mL of stop solution to establish amino acid recovery standards. The amino
acid recovery standards followed soil samples in parallel throughout the amino acid extraction
and derivatization process. A true blank was created by mixing 500 μL of 10 mM CaSO4 and 20
mL of stop solution, which also followed the soil samples and amino acid recovery standards
through each step in the assay.

Amino acid extraction from soil
After terminating the incubation, all samples, blanks, and recovery standards were placed
on an orbital shaker for five minutes at 200 rpm, then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 minutes.
Samples were kept at room temperature during shaking and centrifuging. The supernatant was
poured off into a 30 mL syringe attached to a filtering apparatus and the filtrate was passed
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through a cation exchange cartridge (CEC) and captured in a 50 mL tube. We constructed a
filtering apparatus by attaching a 25 mm diameter disposable syringe filter device (Whatman
glass microfiber filter with polypropylene housing, pore size 1.2 μm, Cat No. 6886-2512) to a 30
mL luer lock syringe (Wanek et al. 2010). Amino acid extracts were loaded onto CECs and
afterwards the cartridges were rinsed with ultra-pure water to remove any residual formaldehyde
from the extract solution. Amino acids were eluted from the CECs with 3M NH 3 and the eluent
was collected in glass vials. Ammonia was used as the eluent because it titrates the net positively
charged amino acids to their anionic forms, allowing for amino acid removal from the resin, and
the volatile nature of NH3 permitted evaporation under an N2 dryer (Wanek et al. 2010). The
eluent was dried under N2 until all the NH3 evaporated, leaving behind dried amino acids. The
dried residue was reconstituted, and side walls of the vials rinsed with a 20% ethanol solution.
The resulting amino acid-ethanol solution was transferred via pipette into 2 mL snap-cap tubes
and dried again under N2 which were then stored at -20°C until derivatized for analysis.

Derivatization
A derivatization step is necessary to separate amino acids by gas chromatography (Hušek
1991). We adopted the derivatization procedure described in Chen et al. (2010) which uses
methylchloroformate (MCF) as the primary derivatization solvent. We added an internal amino
acid solution to evaluate the amino acid recovery through the derivatization process. The internal
amino acid solution consisted of 0.1% norvaline and 0.1% norleucine. To complete the
derivatization process, dried amino acid samples, blanks, and recovery standards were dissolved
in 240 μL of a 1:1 solution of 8 M ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) : methanol. Unless otherwise
noted, pure forms of reagents were used for the derivatization step. The derivatization reagents,
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100 μL pyridine, 100 μL MCF, 180 μL chloroform, and 180 μL 50 mM sodium carbonate
(NaCO3), were added (in that order) to each snap-cap tube to complete a series of methylation
reactions that yielded derivatized forms of amino acids. The bottom chloroform phase was
extracted from the snap-cap and transferred to a glass GC insert containing sodium sulfate
(NaSO4) for analysis. Standard curves and blanks were derivatized alongside samples. All
samples, blanks, and standards were immediately run on the GCMS after the completion of the
derivatization step. Upon the completion of post processing the data, amino acid concentrations
were determined and rates of gross protein depolymerization (GD) and gross amino acid
consumption (GC) were calculated using Equations 1 and 2, respectively, which are analogous to
the pool dilution equations developed by Kirkham and Bartholomew (1954). Where, Nt is the
concentration of the unlabeled amino acid fraction (mg N/kg dry wt) at t1 or t2, %at15Nt is the
concentration of the labeled amino acid fraction at t1 or t2, and %at15Nb is the concentration of
the background 15N amino acids (a constant). These equations follow first order kinetics and can
expect exponential decline of amino acid concentrations through time.

(1) 𝐺𝐷 =

(2) 𝐺𝐶 =

(𝑁𝑡2 −𝑁𝑡1 )
(𝑡2 −𝑡1 )

(𝑁𝑡2 −𝑁𝑡1 )
(𝑡2 −𝑡1 )

× (1 +

×

𝑙𝑛(%𝑎𝑡 15 𝑁𝑡2 − %𝑎𝑡 15 𝑁𝑡𝑏 ) ÷ (%𝑎𝑡 15 𝑁𝑡1 − %𝑎𝑡 15 𝑁𝑡𝑏)
𝑙𝑛 (𝑁𝑡2 ÷ 𝑁𝑡1 )

)

𝑙𝑛(%𝑎𝑡 15 𝑁𝑡1 −%𝑎𝑡 15 𝑁𝑡𝑏) ÷ (%𝑎𝑡 15 𝑁𝑡2 −%𝑎𝑡 15 𝑁𝑡𝑏 )
𝑙𝑛 (𝑁𝑡2 ÷ 𝑁𝑡1 )

.4. NH4+ Mineralization Pool Dilution
Gross NH4+ mineralization was determined by a 15N pool dilution assay (Hood-Nowotny
et al. 2010). 15N-labeled NH4+ was added to the soil and measured after 4 (t0) and 24 (t1) hours.
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Over time, 15N abundance is diluted as unlabeled NH4+ is produced from organic N through
mineralization. To determine the amount of 15N label necessary to add to each sample (~20% of
the background NH4+ pool), we measured the NH4+ concentration of soils via a colorimetric
assay (Kandeler and Gerber 1988; Hood-Nowotny et al. 2010). Given that half of the soils were
fertilized, we adjusted the quantity of 15N label for fertilized soils. Four grams of each soil
sample were weighed out in duplicates (t0 and t1) into a 50 mL plastic tube and a 0.25 mM 15N
tracer solution (Ammonium-15N chloride, 10 atom%, 15N, Sigma-Aldrich 348465-25G, Lot #
TA1688V) was added to each sample pair. The exact weight of each soil was noted. After
addition of the tracer, soils were vigorously shaken to homogenize the tracer throughout the
sample. Samples were incubated at room temperature for four and 24 hours. The incubation was
terminated by adding 30 mL of 1 M KCl solution. Samples were shaken for 30 minutes at 200
RPM to extract NH4+ from the soils. Soil slurries were passed through an ashless filter
(Whatman, no. 40, Cat No. 1440-110) and extracts captured in 20 mL plastic vials.
Extracts underwent a microdiffusion to determine the NH4+ concentration of the labeled
samples. Plastic scintillation vials (20 mL volume) received 100 mg of MgO, then 10 mL of each
extract and accompanying blanks were added to the vial. One acid trap was immediately added
to each vial, and in the case of expected high concentrations of NH 4+ two acids traps were added.
Acid traps consisted of 1 cm discs constructed from ashless filter paper (Whatman, no. 40, Cat
No. 1440-110) that were encapsulated in Teflon tape. Scintillation vials were sealed and shaken
for 48 hours. After the diffusion, acid traps were removed from the scintillation vials and placed
into a 1.5 mL snap-cap tube. Snap-caps were dried in a desiccator for 48 hours. Dried filter discs
were removed from the Teflon tape and transferred into tin capsules. Samples that fell below the
expected range for IRMS analysis received a N spike of 71 mM L-Proline (Sigma-Aldrich,
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P0380-1 G, Lot #SLBL4766V) so that there was optimal N content for detection. Gross NH 4+
production (Nmin.) and gross NH4+ consumption (Nimm.) were calculated using Equations 3 and 4,
respectively.

(3) 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛. =

(4) 𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑚. =

(𝐶𝑡2 −𝐶𝑡1 )
(𝑡2 −𝑡1 )

(𝐶𝑡1 −𝐶𝑡2 )
(𝑡2 −𝑡1 )

× (

𝑙𝑛[𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑡1 ÷ 𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑡2 ]
𝑙𝑛 (𝐶𝑡2 ÷ 𝐶𝑡1 )

× (1 +

)

𝑙𝑛[𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑡2 ÷ 𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑡1 ]
𝑙𝑛 (𝐶𝑡2 ÷ 𝐶𝑡1 )

)

Where Ct1 and Ct2 is the amount of N (µg N g-1 dry soil) at t1 and t2, APEt1 and APEt2 is the atom
percent excess at t1 and t2 defined as 𝑎𝑡% 15𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 − 𝑎𝑡% 15𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 , and t1 and t2 are the
times (days) when the pool dilution assay was stopped.

5. Extracellular enzyme assays
Potential extracellular hydrolytic and oxidative enzyme activities were determined
fluorimetrically and photometrically, respectively, according to standard assays (German et al.
2011; Bach et al. 2013). For the determination of 1,4-β-cellobiosidase (CBH), β-glucosidase
(BG), exochitinase (N-acetly-glucosaminidase; NAG), and acid phosphatase (PHO), we used
methylumbelliferone (MUF)-linked substrates. Leucine aminopeptidase (LAP) was measured by
using L-leucine-7-amido-4methylcoumarin (AMC) as a substrate. For the oxidative enzyme
activity assays (peroxidase (PER) and phenol oxidase (POX)), we used L-3,4dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) as a substrate.
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2.6. Statistical Analysis
We used R statistical software (R Core Team 2020) with lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) to
perform a linear mixed-effects model, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine
differences between cropping systems and fertilized plots for amino acid flux rates, mean
residence times, NH4+ flux rates, enzyme activities, and soil chemistry. Treatment blocks (n = 4)
were designated as random effects, with cropping system nested within block, and cropping
system and nitrogen were designated as fixed effects. The data were not normally distributed for
amino acid mean residence times and NH4+ fluxes and were log transformed. We calculated the
estimated marginal means (Lenth 2020) for our mixed effects models to determine pairwise
differences between each main effect treatment combinations that had significant interaction
effects.
Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) was used to explore patterns among
treatments for biogeochemical variables and measures of microbial enzyme activity in
multivariate sampling space (Oksanen et al. 2020). We use the Sorensen (Bray-Curtis) index for
the distance measure used in the NMDS ordination. The final NMDS solution was accepted if
the stress value was less than 0.2. We conducted a permutational multivariate analysis of
variance (PERMANOVA) to determine whether ordination groupings were statistically different
from one another. Significance of correlations was tested with 999 permutations. All figures
were generated using the package ggplot2 (Wickham 2020).
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2.3. Results
Amino acid flux
Amino acid flux responded negatively to the high fertilization treatment, especially in the
complex cropping system (Figure 1). We found an interaction between cropping system and
fertilizer inputs for gross protein depolymerization (p = 0.03) and gross amino acid consumption
(p < 0.001) rates. Fertilization reduced depolymerization rates by 2x and 3x in the continuous
corn and complex rotations, but not in the corn-soy rotation. Similar patterns emerged with gross
amino acid consumption rates, showing an interaction between fertilizer and rotation. In the
fertilized corn and complex rotation systems, rates were 1.5x and nearly 4x slower than the
fertilized corn-soy system and the unfertilized complex system. Mean residence time (MRT, the
quotient of amino acid concentration and flux) was not affected by the main effects of fertilizer
treatment and cropping system; however, there was a significant interaction of fertilizer
treatment and cropping system (p = 0.024). Fertilized continuous corn plots had significantly
higher MRT than the fertilized corn-soy system and the unfertilized complex system.

Ammonium flux
Agricultural management impacted gross NH4+ transformation rates (Figure 2). There
was an interaction between cropping complexity and fertilizer treatments on NH 4+ mineralization
rates (p = 0.01). Mineralization rates were highest in the complex cropping system, regardless of
fertilizer type, and in the corn-soy cropping system that received high fertilizer rates. The
continuous corn cropping system had the lowest mineralization rates, compared to the other two
cropping system treatments. Within the continuous corn treatment, there were lower
mineralization rates under the high fertilizer treatment compared to the zero fertilizer treatment.
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There was no interaction effect for NH4+ immobilization rates, however we found that the main
effect of the fertilizer treatment increased immobilization rates relative to the zero fertilizer
treatment (p < 0.001). Finally, we found no differences in NH4+ MRT between treatments.

Biogeochemistry response to management
Cropping system complexity and fertilizer treatments drove differences in soil C
concentration (Table 1). Complex cropping systems had grearter total soil C than corn-soy or
continuous corn systems (p = 0.01). Fertilized plots had greater amounts of soil C than
unfertilized plots, regardless of cropping system (p = 0.02). Additionally, fertilized plots
increased dissolved organic carbon (DOC) compared to unfertilized plots (p = 0.01), whereas
cropping system complexity increased POXC content in the complex system compared to the
continuous corn system (p = 0.01).
Cropping system complexity and fertilizer treatments also influenced soil N
concentration (Table 1). Complex cropping systems had greater total soil N than the corn-soy
and continuous corn systems (p < 0.001) and fertilized plots had higher total soil N than
unfertilized plots (p < 0.001). Unsurprisingly, fertilization influenced inorganic N (NH4+ and
NO3-) and TDN. Total dissolved N (p < 0.001) and NO3- (p = 0.001) were both roughly 5x higher
(p = 0.001) in fertilized plots than in unfertilized plots. We found an interaction between rotation
and fertilization for NH4+ concentration (p = 0.04). NH4+ concentration was 4.5-8.5x higher in
the fertilized, continuous corn plots than in any other treatment combination.
Carbon acquiring enzymes, beta-glucosidase (BG) and cellobiohydrolase (CBH), were
significantly affected by cropping system, with both enzymes exhibiting higher activity in the
more complex system (Table 1). In the complex system, BG activity was 2x higher (p = 0.01)
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and CBH activity was 2.5x higher (p = 0.01) than the continuous corn treatments. We found no
differences between treatments for N acquiring enzymes NAG and LAP. However, we found
interaction between fertilization and crop rotation that influenced C degrading enzymes
phenoloxidase (PPO) and peroxidase (PER). Both PPO (p < 0.001) and PER (p = 0.01) activity
was nearly twice as high in continuous corn plots that received fertilizer than any other treatment
combination.
There was an interactive effect between cropping system complexity and fertilizer
treatment on microbial biomass C (Table 1, p = 0.02). Microbial biomass C was highest in the
complex cropping system that received zero fertilizer compared to every other treatment
combination, except the zero fertilizer, corn-soy treatment. Fertilizer influenced microbial
biomass N (p = 0.01); overall, there was higher microbial biomass N in the zero fertilizer plots,
regardless of cropping system complexity (Table 1).
We used non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) to understand differences in soil
biogeochemistry and the associated processes within our treatments. The final ordination
converged after 20 restarts and had a total of two dimensions. The stress score was 0.12 and was
less than 2, indicating that the two-dimensional representation of the data was well represented.
Vector length and direction indicate the strength of the variable; only significant variables were
included in the ordination space. The ordination demonstrates a distinct separation between
fertilizer treatments and cropping systems. We found that biogeochemical parameters varied
among the different cropping systems (PERMANOVA, p = 0.005, Figure 3) However, there was
not a significant effect of fertilizer (p=0.412) and there was no interaction between fertilizer
treatments and crop rotational diversity (p = 0.853). We found a strong dissimilarity between the
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continuous corn and complex cropping systems. Variables indicating microbial activity and N
cycling processes tracked strongly with complex cropping systems.

2.4. Discussion
Organic N is a critical source of bioavailable N in agroecosystems, and crop rotational
complexity is one approach that helps build the organic N pool by increasing the diversity and
quality of organic matter substrates. However, practitioners rely on fertilizer inputs to ensure
crops meet their nutrient requirements, even in high complexity systems. Ideally, internal organic
N cycling and external N inputs complement one another to promote organic N turnover (Neff et
al. 2002; Norris and Congreves 2018), yet this interaction remains largely unexplored.
Furthermore, external N inputs may suppress microbial organic N processing, potentially
eliminating or reducing the benefits that crop complexity contributes to agroecosystems (Hobley
et al. 2018; Giacometti et al. 2021). Thus, external fertilizers' impact on organic N cycling under
different levels of cropping complexity remains uncertain. Our study uses novel pool dilution
approaches to examine the interaction between external N inputs and crop rotation to address this
uncertainty.
Rapid amino acid flux is tightly associated with high proteolytic enzyme activity and can
indicate faster organic N cycling (Geisseler and Horwath 2009; Feng et al. 2018; Noll et al.
2018). We found that amino acid mean residence time (MRT) in the fertilized continuous corn
system is nearly four times greater than the MRT of the unfertilized complex system, implying
that amino acids are cycling much more rapidly through the unfertilized, complex rotation
cropping system (Figure 2.1). Given that amino acid flux is highly dependent on existing
proteins, oligopeptides, and endogenous inorganic N in the soil (Hu et al. 2016; Noll et al. 2019),
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we can expect that any external N added to the system will affect plant-microbe competition for
nutrients (Schimel and Bennett 2004). Therefore, increasing inorganic N pools via fertilization
could reduce the need for microbes to seek alternative N sources, regardless of cropping
complexity. Thus, in fertilized plots within complex rotations, even if there are substantial
amounts of organic N sources (e.g., crop residues, SOM) available for consumption, the
incentive for microbes to mineralize N is low (Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. 2015). The
complex cropping system had the highest C and N content compared to the other two cropping
systems (Table 1), presumably providing ample amount of organic N sources that microbes can
degrade and further depolymerize (West and Post 2002; Noll et al. 2019). Thus, we would expect
and generally observed that this system has the highest rates of depolymerization and amino acid
consumption to fuel microbial metabolic needs. However, the interaction between cropping
system and fertilizer application dramatically alters organic N cycling across treatments. We
show that depolymerization is higher in the zero fertilizer treatment than in the high fertilizer
treatment under the complex system, while there are no differences in depolymerization rates in
the more simplistic cropping systems (Figure 2.1. a). Furthermore, under the most complex
rotation, amino acid consumption was nearly three times higher in the unfertilized plots than in
the fertilized plots (Figure 2.1, b), suggesting that fertilizer application reduces microbial
demand for amino acids in complex cropping systems.
Amino acid cycling demonstrated varied responses in the corn-soy system. There were no
differences in gross depolymerization rates between fertilized and unfertilized corn-soy soils.
However, in the fertilized corn-soy system, amino acid consumption was higher than any other
treatment combination (except the complex, unfertilized treatment) and showed similar rates as
unfertilized soil in both the corn-soy and complex rotations. The differences within the corn-soy
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rotation may be due to unique characteristics that create a C limited system. Soil organic matter
in long term corn-soy systems often declines, which Hall et al. (2019) suggest is due to a unique
interaction between corn residue, soy residue, and the microbial community. The particular
planting sequence perpetuates rapid nutrient fluxes without the capability of stabilizing nutrients
in the soil (Liebig et al. 2002; Huggins et al. 2007; Poffenbarger et al. 2017). Corn residue inputs
increase soil C decomposition via priming mechanisms, while soybean residues increase
microbial biomass, further contributing to priming effects by elevating soil N content. Corn-soy
systems with high fertilizer rates may see a further decline in SOM content due to the removal of
biomass through crop harvests, leading to a C-starved microbial community that is highly
dependent on amino acids as an accessible C source. While a potential explanation for why there
are higher levels of amino acid consumption in the fertilized corn-soy system when compared to
the unfertilized corn-soy system, we found that total C and DOC were higher in fertilized plots
across all cropping system treatments. Alternatively, fertilization in the corn-soy system may be
increasing microbial C demand, prompting the microbial community to assimilate amino acids
for C.
After microbes process organic N and utilize organic monomers to meet their metabolic
requirements, they mineralize NH4+ and release it into the surrounding environment. Studies
have shown that agricultural management, like crop rotation complexity and N amendments (e.g,
organic and inorganic inputs), can alter NH4+ mineralization and immobilization dynamics
(Carpenter-Boggs et al. 2000; Mcdaniel et al. 2016). For example, organic inputs can increase
mineralization rates to those comparable to inorganic inputs (Dai et al. 2017). We found an
interactive effect of cropping system and fertilizer on NH4+ gross mineralization rates (p <
0.001). Mineralization rates were essentially zero in the fertilized, continuous corn system, but
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highest in the complex cropping system regardless of fertilizer, as well as in the fertilized cornsoy system (Figure 2.2.). This suggests that the NH4+ pool size would be larger in the systems
with higher mineralization rates (Booth et al. 2005), however these dynamics may be masked by
the input of external fertilizers. Our results indicate that there is an interactive effect of cropping
system complexity and fertilizer (Table 1, p < 0.01), and in general, NH 4+ pool size was highest
in the fertilized plots. However, in the unfertilized plots, NH 4+ pool size was highest in the cornsoy and complex cropping system compared to the continuous corn system. These results
indicate that under zero fertilizer, the incorporation of two or more crops increase mineralization
rates and subsequent NH4+ pool size. Our findings are in line with previous work that
demonstrated elevated soil N pools under increasing crop complexity, specifically with the
addition of a cover crop (McDaniel et al. 2014b). The incorporation of a leguminous crop in
rotation may also influence the NH4+ pool size of the unfertilized plots in the corn-soy and
complex rotations (Drinkwater et al. 1998; Grandy and Robertson 2007). Yet sill, the high rates
of N mineralization in the complex system, regardless of fertilizer application, is indicative of the
microbial community consuming organic N sources (i.e., amino acids) and releasing inorganic N,
facilitating the next step in N cycling.
However, the interactive effect of cropping system and fertilizer are not reflected in NH 4+
immobilization dynamics; instead, fertilizer application dictated immobilization rates, regardless
of cropping system (p <0.001). Under zero fertilizer, immobilization rates were nil, while
immobilization rates were significantly higher in fertilized plots, suggesting that nitrifying
microbes may be converting NH4+ to NO3- in the high fertilizer plots. However, we did not
measure nitrification rates and therefore cannot confirm that this is the case in our system
without further analysis. We did not find an effect of either management strategy on NH 4+ MRT,
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implying that NH4+ cycles through the soil similarly across all treatment combinations. Together,
patterns of NH4+ and amino acid cycling highlight that under complex rotations with minimal
fertilizer, we can achieve high rates of organic N cycling while still maintaining similar
ammonification rates as fertilized systems. These results may help explain previous results
showing that complex rotations with minimal fertilizer can still produce crop yields that are
similar to fertilized, monoculture systems (Sindelar et al. 2016). The authors also show that crop
uptake of total N decreases with increasing rotation complexity when fertilizer inputs increase
from 90 to 180 kg N ha-1. The reduction in crop N uptake in complex systems under high
fertilization suggests that the crops are less dependent on the external N source, and more
dependent on organic N sources.
Our multivariate analysis shows a clear separation between continuous corn and complex
cropping systems (Figure 2.3). Organic N flux, inorganic N flux, and variables that are
associated with soil health metrics (e.g., enzyme activity, microbial biomass) track strongly with
the complex cropping system plots. For example, our results demonstrate that microbial biomass
C was higher in the unfertilized, complex cropping system than any other treatment combination
(except the unfertilized, corn-soy system) (p = 0.02), partially explaining the higher rates of
amino acid cycling in the unfertilized, complex system. This pattern is likely due to the higher
rates of amino acid consumption, which can facilitate microbial growth given amino acids are an
easily accessible source of both C and N (Moe 2013). However, even with lower microbial
biomass C, the fertilized complex cropping system still demonstrated similar levels of NH 4+
mineralization rates as the unfertilized complex system, which may be due to shifts in microbial
N use efficiency as method of adjusting to resource imbalances. For example, Mooshammer et
al. (2014) found that microbes in N limited environments (e.g., organic horizons and plant litter)
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were very efficient at assimilating organic N into their biomass. However, crossing a
stoichiometric C:N threshold of 20-25:1 prompted a switch in microbial growth limitation from
N to C limitation, resulting in a release of excess N via mineralization. As such, complex
cropping systems that receive fertilizer likely toe the line between C and N limited, depending on
the timing of fertilizer application, thus, encouraging a shift in microbial N use efficiency under
C limited circumstances (i.e., heavy fertilization). These findings further support Schimel and
Bennett’s (2004) hypothesis where they posit that organic N serves as the primary source of
bioavailable N under N limited conditions.
Complex rotations, especially those that include a cover crop, can enhance soil C stocks
because a large quantity of biomass is returned to the soil in the form of residues (Syswerda et al.
2011; Tiemann and Grandy 2015; King and Blesh 2018). Additionally, some studies show that N
inputs via fertilization also augment aboveground and belowground biomass production,
potentially leading to increases in soil organic C (Liu and Greaver 2010; Han et al. 2016, but see
Khan et al. 2007; Hobley et al. 2018). Contributions to the SOM pool via crop biomass provide
ample quantities of substrates and the diversity of this residue provides more substrate niches for
microbial colonization (McDaniel et al. 2014a). Our study shows that carbon acquiring enzyme
activities β-glucosaminidase and cellobiohydrolase were higher under more complex rotations
but unaffected by N fertilization (Table 2), suggesting that complex rotations provide a more
diverse set of C substrates that require specific degradation mechanisms. If increased substrate
quality and quantity stimulate microbial activity we may expect an increase in the microbial
liberation of bioavailable N via decomposition processes (Noll et al. 2019), explaining the
pattern of increased soil bioavailable N under complex rotations.
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Bolstering the SOM pool that promotes microbial cycling of organic N will be essential
for achieving N synchrony in agroecosystems. Increasing crop rotation complexity is one
strategy that can accomplish this; however, our study shows that fertilization modulates the
impact of crop rotation on organic N transformations, thus undermining some of the benefits of
complex rotations for increasing soil N cycling rates. Furthermore, increased inorganic N may
facilitate shifts in microbial resource allocation, thus slowing organic N recycling and promoting
mineralization. To overcome this management dilemma, we suggest seeking a balance between
inorganic fertilizer application with internal organic N cycling to optimize N availability and
reduce environmental losses. When crops require additional N at critical points in the growing
season, growers can apply supplemental fertilizer that encourages a C limited environment,
promoting mineralization and additional NH4+ release into the soil. By reducing fertilizer inputs
at specific points in the growing season, growers can promote N limited environments whereby
microbes have higher NUE and promote internal organic N cycling, thus reducing N losses.
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Variable

Gross Depolymerization

Units

µg AA-N g-1 dw d-1

Gross Consumption

µg AA-N

AA MRT

h

g-1

dw

d-1

Continuous Corn

Corn-Soy

Complex

P Value

Zero

High

Zero

High

Zero

High

C

F

5.6 ± 1.7

2.8 ± 2.6

3.7 ± 2.4

5.1 ± 0.9

8.2 ± 2.8

2.5 ± 0.3

0.66

0.02

0.03

10.4 ± 1.2

7 ± 1.1

8.7 ± 2.1

12.8 ± 1.3

13.4 ± 1.2

3.6 ± 0.7

0.14

0.01

< 0.001

0.24

0.02

CxF

0.7 ± 0.4

1.3 ± 0.9

0.8 ± 0.3

0.4 ± 0.1

0.4 ± 0.1

0.9 ± 0.6

0.07

N Mineralization

µg N

d-1

0 ± 0.6

0 ± 1.4

0 ± 0.6

1.4 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.7

2.2 ± 0.5

< 0.001

0.16

0.01

N Immobilization

µg N g-1 dw d-1

0± 0.5

0.5 ± 0.8

0 ± 0.2

1.3 ± 0.3

0 ± 1.2

2.3 ± 0.5

0.92

< 0.001

0.42

NH4+ MRT

h

2.3 ± 0.5

0 ± 1.2

1.3 ± 0.3

0 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.8

0 ± 0.5

0.46

0.58

0.99

C

%

14.0 ± 1.3

17.1 ± 1.1

14.7 ± 0.9

15.8 ± 0.8

18.3 ± 0.5

19.7 ± 1.0

0.01

0.02

0.47

N

%

1.4 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.1

1.6 ± 0.04

1.8 ± 0.04

1.9 ± 0.1

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.36

TDN
DOC
POXC
+

NH4

-

g-1

dw

µmol N

g-1

dw

0.2 ± 0.1

1.7 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.1

1.6 ± 0.6

0.6 ± 0.1

2.3 ± 0.6

0.44

< 0.001

0.77

µmol C

g-1

dw

6.3 ± 0.2

9.5 ± 0.2

6.4 ± 0.3

7.4 ± 0.4

6.8 ± 0.3

9.2 ± 2

0.45

0.01

0.47

398 ± 52

497 ± 49

474 ± 50

502 ± 51

639 ± 33

655 ± 40

0.01

0.21

0.60

dw

0.1 ± 0.01

0.8 ± 0.2

0.07 ± 0.01

0.3 ± 0.2

0.09 ± 0.03

0.2 ± 0.05

0.03

< 0.001

0.04

dw

µg

g-1

dw
+

µmol NH4

g-1

- g-1

NO3

µmol NO3

0.2 ± 0.03

1.0 ± 0.2

0.3 ± 0.03

1.4 ± 0.4

0.4 ± 0.1

1.8 ± 0.4

0.26

< 0.001

0.54

BG

nmol g-1 dw h-1

508 ± 63

537 ± 114

635 ± 115

746 ± 119

1017 ± 96

1014 ± 62

0.01

0.52

0.78

CBH

nmol g-1 dw h-1

NAG
LAP
PPO
PER
MBC

nmol

g-1

nmol

g-1

µmol

g-1

µmol

g-1

89 ± 5

110 ± 25

129 ± 39

192 ± 43

258 ± 48

246 ± 21

0.01

0.32

0.45

dw

h-1

213 ± 23

277 ± 45

266 ± 61

234 ± 28

332 ± 29

284 ± 38

0.35

0.86

0.26

dw

h-1

34.5 ± 11.6

21.3 ± 8.28

21 ± 4.73

17.3 ± 3.71

43.5 ± 8.57

37.8 ± 10.6

0.10

0.28

0.83

dw

h-1

0.2 ± 0.02

0.5 ± 0.04

0.3 ± 0.02

0.3 ± 0.02

0.3 ± 0.02

0.3 ± 0.02

0.15

< 0.001

< 0.001

dw

h-1

1 ± 0.06

2.1 ± 0.2

0.9 ± 0.04

1.1 ± 0.08

1 ± 0.03

1.3 ± 0.16

0.02

< 0.001

< 0.001

10.6 ± 0.6

10.4 ± 1.5

13 ± 1.5

11.8 ± 0.9

17.6 ± 1.5

10.4 ± 1.6

0.03

0.01

0.02

1.4 ± 0.1

0.9 ± 0.2

1.3 ± 0.2

1 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.1

0.11

0.01

0.48

111 ± 16

70.5 ± 6.7

88.6 ± 6.5

115 ± 15

119 ± 11

92 ± 9.7

0.44

0.17

0.03

-1

µmol C g dw

MBN

µmol N

MB MRT

h

g-1

dw

Significant results in bold.

Table 2.1. Soil flux, chemical property, and extra cellular enzyme (mean ± s.e., n=4) and the effects of crop rotational diversity (C),
fertilizer rate (F), and their interactions (C x F) derived from a mixed model ANOVA.
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Figure 2.1. Amino acid flux in response to fertilizer and crop rotation complexity. Letters denote significant interactions across all
treatments. Full ANOVA results in Table 1.
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Figure 2.2. Ammonium flux in response to fertilizer and crop rotation complexity. Letters
denote significant interactions across all treatments (panel a) and significant differences between
zero and high fertilized plots (panel b). Full ANOVA results in Table 1.
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Figure 2.3. Non-metric Multi-dimensional Scaling (NMDS) ordination for N flux rates, soil
biogeochemical characteristics, and microbial enzyme activity and biomass with respect to
cropping system complexity and fertilizer application. Longer vectors indicate stronger
predictors, while shorter vectors indicate weaker predictors within the ordination space.
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CHAPTER 3
QUANTIFYING THE EFFETS OF SOIL AMENDMENTS ON NITROGEN
TRANSFORMATIONS IN AGROECOSYSTEMS: A META-ANALYSIS

Abstract
Understanding how nutrient inputs affect nitrogen (N) transformations and storage is vital for
developing long-term, sustainable agroecosystems. Organic N inputs can accelerate N cycling
dynamics by increasing mineralization and immobilization rates to provide crops with more
opportunities to intercept N as it moves through bioavailable pools. We aim to understand how
different soil amendments inhibit or promote internal N cycling. Specifically, we are interested
in the effects of residues, manures, and inorganic fertilizers on N mineralization, immobilization,
and nitrification rates. We conducted a synthetic literature review where researchers used 15N
pool dilution methods to assess N transformation rates in response to different soil amendments.
We found that the addition of any organic or inorganic soil amendment enhanced N
mineralization rates by nearly 200%, N immobilization rates by 150%, and nitrification rates by
over 200% relative to unfertilized controls. Organic amendments (i.e., manure and crop residues)
increased N mineralization rates by 60% relative to zero N inputs. Organic amendments also
increased immobilization and nitrification rates but did not change under inorganic amendments.
Mineralization rates increased under manure and residue inputs, but immobilization rates were
higher only under residue amendments, suggesting that applying residues promotes microbial Nlimitation and subsequent immobilization. In contrast, manure applications resulted in
immobilization rates that were similar to rates under inorganic fertilizer.
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We show that the application of both inorganic and organic amendments enhances N
mineralization rates; however, organic residues lead to higher immobilization rates than manure
and inorganic fertilizer, likely due to higher CN ratios. Together, these findings suggest that
organic residues may encourage N recycling while maintaining higher levels of NH4+ and thus
help reduce the need for synthetic fertilizer application. Balancing N production and
consumption are critical for nutrient management, and our analysis improves our understanding
of N transformations under organic and inorganic N inputs.

3.1. Introduction
Nitrogen (N) is the limiting resource for aboveground biomass production (Vitousek and
Howarth 1991; Lebauer and Treseder 2008) and is essential for promoting crop yield (Xu et al.
2012; Lassaletta et al. 2014). Growers use N-rich amendments (e.g., inorganic fertilizer, manure)
to supply bioavailable N to their crops to ensure high yields. However, crops only use roughly
50% of the N supplied via external inputs (Allison 1955; Robertson and Vitousek 2009; Yan et
al. 2019), resulting in high N loss from the system. Reactive N is highly mobile, and losses via
leaching (Drinkwater and Snapp 2007), denitrification, and volatilization (Butterbach-bahl et al.
2013) pathways result in consequences that are ecologically and economically harmful
(Robertson and Vitousek 2009; Paustian et al. 2016). To combat these issues, growers can take
advantage of organic N pools and their potential to provide bioavailable N. This may reduce the
need to depend exclusively on maintaining high concentrations of inorganic N that are
vulnerable to loss. Fertilizer selection may impact this, with organic forms of N, like crop
residues and manure, instead of mineral fertilizers, building the soil organic N pool and
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potentially N cycling rates without elevating inorganic N pools. However, not all organic N
fertilizers are likely to have similar impacts on N cycling in agroecosystems.
The addition of synthetic fertilizers without additional C inputs leads to C and N
decoupling (Williams 1987; Asner et al. 1997; Gardner and Drinkwater 2009; Schlesinger et al.
2011). Biomass removal in the form of crop residue exports further exacerbates C and N losses
and perpetuates dependance on exogenous N (Allison 1955; Smil 1999). Practitioners use
synthetic fertilizers because of the highly mobile properties of the reactive N constituents (e.g.,
ammonium and nitrate), which facilitates assimilation into plant biomass. External N inputs in
the form of ammonium (NH4+) and nitrate (NO3-) at least initially bypass biological processing,
and immediately enter the reactive soil inorganic N pool with various fates including plant
uptake, loss, or incorporation into more persistent soil pools (Robertson and Vitousek 2009). For
example, a recent meta-analysis found that less than half of crop N uptake is derived from
current year fertilizer inputs (Yan et al. 2019), suggesting that the remaining fertilizer can persist
in the soil via stabilization mechanisms or exits the system.
Organic amendments can recouple C and N cycling by supplying both organic C and N,
providing an alternative approach to supplying N to crops. Most N constituents within organic
matter and residues are not readily available and must undergo microbial processing to become
bioavailable (Schimel and Bennett 2004). With organic inputs, microbial processes (e.g.,
decomposition, respiration, and N mineralization/immobilization) cycle C and N through the
system at amounts and ratios based in part on the stoichiometric requirements of the microbial
community, maintaining C and N coupling of these processes (Cleveland and Liptzin 2007;
Manzoni et al. 2010). The stoichiometric ratio of organic amendments and microbial nutrient
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requirements dictates the rate of C and N uptake and nutrient release from microbially processed
organic matter.
Manure and compost tend to have low C/N ratios and may thus supply microbes with
excess N that is subsequently released by the microbe in the process of N mineralization. In
contrast, crop residues with typically higher C/N ratios may require additional N from the soil
environment to maintain ideal stoichiometry resulting in N immobilization. However, crop
residues can range from those with low C/N ratios (e.g., clover) to others with high C/N ratios
(e.g., wheat, corn stover). Therefore, the range in organic amendment quality, whether manure or
crop residues, can cause high variability in N transformations in the soil (Trinsoutrot et al. 2000).
Understanding how different amendments influence N transformation is essential for modifying
and revising fertilization regimes in agroecosystems. N isotope pool dilution may provide
unique insights into both gross and net rates of N transformations and how they are impacted by
organic and inorganic fertilizer inputs.
Isotope pool dilution is a standard method used to quantify gross rates of N cycling based
on the movement of a 15N tracer through the soil (Kirkham and Bartholomew 1954). At the
beginning of the incubation (t0), a known quantity of the 15N label is added to the NH4+ or NO3pool. Then after a defined incubation period at t1, after the production of new NH4+ or NO3dilutes the 15N pool with 14N, the difference in isotope enrichment between t0 and t1 informs
calculations that estimate gross rates of N immobilization and mineralization. Before the
widespread use of this method, and still today in many studies, researchers estimated N
mineralization and nitrification rates by determining the change in overall NH 4+ or NO3- pool
size, providing just an estimate of net flux. Pool dilution methods account for the influence of
microbial consumptive processes because these methods measure gross N
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production and consumption (i.e., immobilization) (Murphy et al. 2003). Given the role that
microbes play in facilitating N transformations, gross mineralization and immobilization rates
can be indicators of microbial community needs. For example, Dannenmann et al. (2006) found
that microbial biomass N was a predictive indicator of gross ammonification and nitrification,
which is consistent with the findings Booth et al. (2005) that shows NH4+ production is
positively correlated with microbial biomass. When gross NH 4+ production is higher than
consumption, the assumption is that the microbial community may be C limited and are releasing
excess N; inversely, if consumption is higher than production the assumption is that the
microbial community may be N limited and requiring external soil N to meet their needs.
Furthermore, net rates of N transformations may provide misleading representations of N
cycling. For example, low net rates of mineralization do not capture the potential for fast NH 4+
mineralization rates that are offset by fast immobilization rates.
Therefore, using pool dilution methods to assess gross N transformation rates provides a
comprehensive approach to understanding how the microbial community processes organic N
and the cycling of N through both mineralization and immobilization processes, which may
provide a more accurate view of potential bioavailability. Usage of this technique in agricultural
systems can help inform how management practices may influence microbial functioning and
subsequently N cycling. For example, some agroecosystems appear to maintain yields despite
lower standing inorganic N pools, likely due to increase nitrogen use efficiency (Fageria and
Baligar 2005; Xu et al. 2012; Lassaletta et al. 2014). Another explanation could be faster N
cycling rates; for instance, in a study by Osterholz et al. (2017) gross mineralization rates of
SOM exceeded maize NH4+ uptake rates by 3.4-4.5x, satisfying a large portion of crop demand
without compromising yields.
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It has been over 15 years since Booth et al. (2005) published a meta-analysis that
examined controls on N cycling in global terrestrial ecosystems using studies that utilized pool
dilution methods. The authors found that SOM depletion was an essential driver of lowered N
mineralization rates in agricultural soils. Booth et al. (2005) use ecosystem type as a primary
moderator and this analysis lumped all agricultural systems into one "ecosystem" category. Yet,
we know that agroecosystems are heterogeneous and incorporate location-specific management
practices that uniquely interact with local climate to shape distinct soil systems. Thus, the
findings in Booth et al. (2005) were unable to represent the more nuanced N dynamics in
agroecosystems, including the impacts of adopting different soil fertility practices.
Gardner and Drinkwater (2009) used 15N crop recovery (via tracer experiments) to
examine the efficiency of crop nutrient uptake from organic and inorganic N inputs to the soil.
They found that under organic inputs, crops tended to have higher 15N input recovery than under
inorganic inputs. These results highlighted the potential for organic nutrient inputs to supply
plant N more efficiently than inorganic fertilizer inputs. This efficiency may be in part due to
inorganic N originating from microbial community processing of the organic inputs, thus
reducing the size of this standing N pool during the growing season. At the same time, if residue
C inputs exceed microbial C requirements, microbes can further deplete the N pool by
immobilization. Gardner and Drinkwater (2009) did not detect differences in crop yield under
organic vs. inorganic inputs. However, unlike Booth et al. (2005) the Gardner and Drinkwater
(2009) study did not account for soil N transformation rates, which may have provided insight
into N use dynamics between crops and microbes, further advancing our ability to improve crop
yield under alternative management.
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Over a decade's worth of literature has accumulated since the publication of these two
meta-analyses, and a more recent meta-analysis shows that conservation agricultural practices
like adding organic amendments can substantially increase potential net N mineralization (Mahal
et al. 2018). While the metrics examined in these different meta-analyses help understand how
agricultural practices impact different components of N cycling, they do not answer how
different types of N inputs influence N transformation rates. Understanding how different types
of nutrient management practices influence N transformation rates provides a glimpse into how
microbes process N. Gross transformation rates take into consideration microbial N production
and consumption dynamics, based on their current stoichiometric needs. Researchers and
growers can leverage this knowledge to optimize crop yield, while minimizing environmental N
losses. To quantify broad patterns of N transformation rates in response to different soil N
amendments, we conducted a meta-analysis that assessed 124-213 paired comparisons
(depending on N transformation reported) from 23 studies that matched our criteria. We required
that studies employ 15N pool dilution methods to measure gross N transformation rates under
zero (control) N amendments and inorganic or organic N amendments (treatment). Specifically,
we aimed to determine 1) whether inorganic and organic amendments enhance, slow, or have no
change on N mineralization, immobilization, and nitrification rates; and 2) if mineralization rates
are predictive of NH4+ pool size so that we can assess the impact that different N inputs have on
crop available N.
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3.2. Materials and Methods
Data Collection
We collected data from peer-reviewed publications up to February 2021. Our metaanalysis used the online databases ISI Web of Knowledge and Google Scholar to search for
relevant studies. We performed four searches using the following combinations of search terms:
(i) [Nitrogen min* AND soil AND pool dilution] OR [Nitrogen min* AND soil AND isotop*]
AND [agri*]; (ii) [Gross nitrogen min* AND iso*] AND [Gross nitrogen min* AND pool
dilution]; (iii) [Nitrogen min* AND soil AND pool dilution] OR [Nitrogen min* AND soil AND
isotop*]; (iv) nitrogen mineralization AND agri* AND soil AND pool dilution. We also screened
published reviews and meta-analyses for publications that the search engines may have missed.
We collected 501 studies that matched our search terms. We implemented the following criteria
to screen the final database of studies: (i) studies were performed in an agroecosystem; (ii) gross
N mineralization rates were measured by pool dilution methods and reported for both the
reference and experimental treatment; (iii) studies manipulated N amendments (organic and/or
inorganic); (iv) studies reported values for non-amended soils; (v) the means, standard deviations
or standard errors, and sample sizes were reported in text, figures, or tables.
In total, there were 23 studies that fulfilled our criteria. All studies measured gross N
mineralization rates, but N immobilization and nitrification rates were not consistently reported
across all studies. We considered N mineralization, immobilization, nitrification rates, and NH4+
pool size the target response variables measured in the control and treatment groups. Throughout
this study we will refer to all three response variables collectively as “N transformation rates.”
The control group consisted of zero soil amendments and the treatment group consisted
of soil amendments. There were three broad categories of amendment types that were applied as
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treatments in reference to the control: inorganic amendments, organic amendments, and in some
cases, a combination of the two (referred to as a combination effect throughout this study).
Inorganic amendments were defined as inorganic mineral fertilizers commonly applied to
agricultural fields. Technically urea is an organic amendment, but due to the way that it functions
in the soil and that commercial urea is synthetically processed, we decided to include urea in the
inorganic fertilizer category. Organic amendments were defined as crop residues, green manures,
and animal-based manures. Some studies examined the effects of biochar amendments. While
biochar is often used as a soil amendment to increase SOM content in agricultural soils, we
excluded these paired datapoints because biochar is not typically used as a form of N fertilizer,
and we were strictly interested in the impact that N-based amendments have on N transformation
rates.
Soil amendment type was considered the moderating variable in our analysis. We further
define the organic amendment type into two subcategories, crop residue and manure. Often, there
were multiple comparisons derived from each study (e.g., no amendment vs low amendment, no
amendment vs high amendment) and we treated these comparisons as distinct comparisons
within studies. In addition, several studies conducted incubations with destructive harvests at
multiple time points. We also considered each of these comparisons as distinctive datapoints. We
extracted data presented in figure format with WebPlotDigitizer opensource software (Rohatgi
2020, version 4.4). We converted N inputs (regardless of inorganic or organic species) to reflect
a kg N ha-1 basis. If a study lacked information required to make these calculations (e.g., did not
report the N content of residues added), we used commonly accepted C/N ratios for the
amendment in question to fill information gaps and make the best possible estimate of N
application rate.
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In addition to amendment types, we also collected data on sample- and site-level
descriptors to understand how environmental and edaphic characteristics may influence N
transformation rates. These descriptors included pH, soil texture, sampling depth, incubation
temperature, pool dilution incubation duration, and experimental duration.

Meta-data analysis
We used the natural log of the response ratio (RR) as the effect size metric to quantify
differences between the unamended and amended samples in our target studies, which is a
common approach to calculating effect size in meta-analyses of ecological research:

𝑅𝑅 = (

𝑋̅𝑡
)
𝑋̅𝑐

where the natural log of the RR is the proportional change in the means of treatment group (𝑋̅𝑡 )
and control or reference, no amendment group (𝑋̅𝑐 ), The corresponding variances were
calculated as:

𝑣=

𝑆𝐷𝑐 2 𝑆𝐷𝑡 2
+
𝑛𝑐 𝑋̅𝑐
𝑛𝑡 𝑋̅𝑡

where 𝑆𝐷 is the standard deviation and 𝑛 are the standard deviations and sample size of 𝑋𝑡 and
𝑋𝑐 . This method of calculating variances down-weights studies with large variances (Hedges et
al. 1999; Lajeunesse 2011). In the instance where variance was not reported and could not be
calculated based on available information (n = 2), standard deviations were imputed based on the
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ratio of standard deviations and means from all studies that reported both values (Lajeunesse
2013; Bowles et al. 2016).
We used Metafor (Viechtbauer 2010) to compute RRs and the corresponding confidence
intervals. To account for non-independence of multiple observations within a study, we assigned
publication ID as a random variable in our mixed-effects models. All meta-analyses were
performed with the rma function, and the models were fit by using restricted maximum
likelihood estimation. Moderators were tested separately from one another as the only covariate
within the model. We conducted an omnibus test for each moderator to test for between-group
heterogeneity for moderator levels and moderators were considered to influence N
transformation rates if the Qm value was significant (p < 0.05) (Viechtbauer 2010; Koricheva et
al. 2013). For simplicity of interpretation, we transformed natural log RRs and 95% CIs to reflect
percent change:

% 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = (𝑒 𝑅𝑅 − 1) × 100

Transformed values of RR > 0 indicated a positive effect of soil amendments on N
transformation rates in comparison to zero amendments, while values of transformed RR <0
indicated a negative effect of soil amendments on N transformation rates in comparison to zero
amendments. We tested publication bias through the trim-and-fill funnel plot method and
inspecting the generated funnel plot for asymmetry (Koricheva et al. 2013). We evaluated the
overall heterogeneity of the model by performing the meta-analysis without any moderators
(Viechtbauer 2010).
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We performed linear regression analyses using the Stats package to test the relationships
between N transformation rates and N amendment rates, as well as the relationships between N
transformation rates and incubation duration (R Core Team 2020). We used the non-transformed
RR values to conduct these analyses. We also obtained correlation coefficients describing
relationships between site level characteristics and our response variables. All statistical analyses
were performed in the statistical computing software R (R Core Team 2020).

3.3. Results
Overall effects of amendment on N transformation
Amendments added to agricultural soils enhance N mineralization rates by nearly 200%
(p < 0.001), N immobilization rates by 150% (p < 0.001), and nitrification rates by over 200% (p
< 0.001; Figure 2, Table 2). Mineralization rates in the control group ranged from 0 - 7 μg N g
soil-1 day-1, and rates in the amendment group ranged from 0 - 27.2 μg N g soil-1 day-1. Organic
amendments increased mineralization rates 1.4x compared to inorganic amendments.
Immobilization rates in the control group ranged from -0.66 - 11.09 μg N g soil-1 day-1 and
ranged from 0.17 - 13.6 μg N g soil-1 day-1 in the amendment group. Organic amendments
increased immobilization rates 1.3x compared to inorganic amendments. Nitrification rates in the
control group ranged from -0.59 – 17.3 μg N g soil-1 day-1 and ranged from -0.07 – 20.45 μg N g
soil-1 day-1 in the amendment group. The mean mineralization, immobilization, and nitrification
rate in the control group was 1.2, 1.4, and 2.4 μg N g soil-1 day-1 (Figure 3.1 a-c), and the mean
mineralization, immobilization, and nitrification rate in the amendment group was 2.3, 3.5, and
5.0 μg N g soil-1 day-1 (Figure 3.1 d-f).
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Moderator effects on N transformation
Nitrogen amendment type (organic or inorganic) affected the overall response ratio for N
transformation rates (Figure 3.3, Table 3.2). Organic amendments increased N mineralization
rates by 200% (p < 0.001) and inorganic amendments increased N mineralization rates by 60%
(p = 0.03). However, the combination of organic and inorganic amendments did not affect N
mineralization rates. Organic amendments also increased N immobilization rates by 39% (p <
0.001) and nitrification rates by 28% (p < 0.001) relative to zero N amendment. Neither
inorganic amendment or a combination of organic and inorganic amendments affected N
immobilization rates or nitrification rates. Across all three N transformation rates, there was a
small sample size of studies that reported a combination treatment for amendments (i.e.,
combined organic and inorganic N application as a treatment level), which is the likely source
for the wide range of confidence intervals. Organic amendments had varying effects on N
transformation. There were no differences in N mineralization and nitrification rates between the
residue amendments and manure amendments. However, organic amendments in the form of
residue resulted in a 240% increase in immobilization rates (p < 0.001), while manure
amendments resulted in a 74% increase in immobilization rates (p < 0.001). Manure treatments
yielded similar responses in immobilization rates as the inorganic N treatments, suggesting that
the chemical composition of manure may be similar to that of inorganic fertilizers.
In general, N flux rates responded to different experimental level descriptors under
organic amendments than inorganic amendments (Appendix Tables 3.1 and 3.2). We found that
immobilization and nitrification rates, as well as NH4+ pool size had a negative relationship with
% soil C, indicating that with higher CN ratios immobilization and nitrification rates slow and
that the NH4+ pool size decreases with increasing soil C. pH negatively influenced N
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immobilization rates and the size of the NH4+ pool. Furthermore, we found that all three N
transformation rates decline with % soil C. N flux rates had a negative association with sampling
depth, implying N cycling is slower in deeper soil horizons. Under organic soils, texture had a
significant effect on mineralization rates (p = 0.033), with higher rates in medium textured soils
than coarse or fine textured soils. Texture also affects immobilization rates (p < 0.001) with rates
also higher in medium textured soils. However, nearly all these patterns disappear under
inorganic amendments (Appendix Table 3.2). This could be due to the smaller sample size for
inorganic amendment studies.

Amendment application rates and NH4+ pool size
Amendment application rates were highly variable and ranged between 10 and 2000 kg N
ha-1 (Appendix Figure 3.1). The extremely high N application rates were often in the form of
manure and were applied at rates on a dry mass basis, rather than an N content bases. The
average residue application rate was 60.5 kg N ha-1, the average manure application rate was 97
kg N ha-1, and the average mineral fertilizer rate was 74 kg N ha-1. Residue N application rates
ranged between 5-72 kg N ha-1, manure N application rates ranged between 21-97 74 kg N ha-1,
and inorganic fertilizer N rates ranged between 10-200 74 kg N ha-1. We found a positive
relationship between N mineralization and N application rates (p = 0.002, R2 = 0.06, Figure 6a),
but a negative relationship between N immobilization rates and N application rates (p = 0.03, R2
= 0.04, Figure 6b.). However, there was no relationship between N application rates and
nitrification rates. We did not find a relationship between N application rates and total NH 4+ pool
size, and there was no relationship between total NH 4+ pool size and mineralization and
nitrification rates. However, we did find a negative relationship between total NH 4+ pool size and
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immobilization rates (p = 0.006, R2 = 0.16, Figure 6c). Crop residue application increased NH4+
pool size by 50% relative to zero amendments (p < 0.001), but no other amendments influence
NH4+ pool size. Of the studies that reported NH4+ pool size, there were 14 paired observations
that received inorganic inputs, 102 paired observations that reported residue inputs, 13 paired
observations that received manure, and three paired observations that consisted of a combination
of inputs. The relatively low sample size for inorganic and manure inputs in comparison to
residue inputs is likely the source of high variation, therefore we encourage cautious
interpretation of these findings.

3.4. Discussion
Understanding how soil amendments alter N cycling dynamics in agroecosystems is vital
for developing nutrient management strategies that rely in part on internal N cycling and thereby
adjusting external nutrient inputs. Our meta-analysis explicitly examined the change in N
transformation rates via pool dilution methods in response to different organic and inorganic soil
amendments. This analysis highlights the role that organic amendments play in enhancing N
cycling rates. Specifically, residue-based amendments increase mineralization and
immobilization rates more than inorganic amendments (Figure 3.3). Immobilization rates
responded similarly to manure and inorganic amendments, both of which increase
immobilization rates, but were much lower than immobilization rates under reside amendments.
These results suggest that residue amendments can provide a similar amount of N compared to
inorganic sources via internal N cycling of organic amendments.
Nitrogen amendments, regardless of type, increased mineralization and immobilization
rates by roughly 50-225%, and organic amendments increased nitrification rates by
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approximately 200%, relative to zero amendments. Our results contradict the findings of Booth
et al. (2005), who found that fertilizer did not affect mineralization rates, immobilization rates, or
nitrification rates. This lack of a fertilizer effect may be attributed to the authors only examining
the effects of mineral fertilizer on N cycling rates. In contrast, our overall effect size includes
organic and inorganic N sources, and the overall response ratio reflects the strength of the effect
of organic inputs. A more recent meta-analysis by (Mahal et al. 2018) found that systems that
received N fertilizers had 44% more potentially mineralizable N (PMN) than systems without N
fertilization. Manure applications increased the PMN pool by 78% but mineral fertilizers did not
significantly affect the PMN pool. Our results mirror the findings of Mahal et al. in that we
found almost no effect of inorganic N amendments on mineralization rates. Our findings and
those from Mahal et al. suggest that inorganic fertilizer-N's contribution enhances the inorganic
N pool but does little to bolster the organic N pool and support N cycling.
Inorganic amendments increased N mineralization rates (p = 0.04) and did not impact
immobilization or nitrification rates. This suggests that with increased mineralization and no
change in immobilization in response to inorganic amendments, microbes consume available C,
but release NH4+. One meta-analysis found that inorganic fertilizers promote microbial biomass
accumulation under inorganic fertilizers, likely due to the increase in crop productivity in
response to available N, which provides some C return to the soil (Geisseler and Scow 2014).
This accumulation in microbial biomass supports the notion of NH4+ microbial spillover under
inorganic fertilizers due to the already elevated N concentrations in the soil and the reduced
microbial demand for N. Furthermore, some studies suggest that the addition of inorganic
fertilizers enhances decomposition rates in agroecosystems (Khan et al. 2007) , which would
encourage microbial breakdown of SOM leading to increased microbial biomass. However the
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consensus is that N fertilization has no effect or even inhibits decomposition (Grandy et al.
2013), thus other mechanisms may be at play. For example, in circumstances where inorganic
fertilizers inhibit microbial decomposition of SOM, it is likely that N mineralization is also
inhibited, thus slowing downstream N transformations such as mineralization and
immobilization.
Organic inputs like manure, compost, and crop residues stimulate N mineralization
leading to increases in bioavailable N (Masunga et al. 2016). Our results show that organic soil
amendments induced substantially greater N mineralization rates than inorganic amendments.
Both the addition of residue- and manure-based amendments increased mineralization rates by
roughly 200% (p < 0.001), while inorganic amendments caused a 60% increase (p=0.03). Of the
ten studies that tested the effects of organic amendments, six applied residues, three applied
manures, and only one addressed both manure and residue inputs. Most of the studies found that
the addition of plant-based organic matter increased mineralization rates (Andersen and Jensen
2001; Fisk et al. 2015a, b), while two found that residues did not influence mineralization rates
(Recous et al. 1999; Hu et al. 2014). On the other hand, nearly all studies that applied manure
showed increases in mineralization rates compared to the residue studies. Flavel and Murphy
(2006) was the only study comparing manure and residue amendments. While both treatments
increased mineralization rates compared to control soils, manure treatments produced higher
mineralization rates than the plant-based treatment. The authors further suggest that the manure
treatments produced enough NH4+ to match a standard fertilizer application.
The stoichiometry of soil amendments (i.e., low vs. high C/N ratios) is a major driver of
microbial decomposition processes and N cycling (Keiblinger et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2014b).
Low C/N ratio substrates stimulate the microbial community that rapidly process the labile
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substrates, leading to increases in mineralization rates (Janssen 1996). Plant-based manures (i.e.,
plant residues that have undergone some degree of microbial processing) generally have a lower
C/N ratio and may support faster N cycling rates in the short term. Still, there is evidence that the
incorporation of crop residues supports internal N cycling over longer periods of time than
composted residue amendments due to the specific chemical composition of residue substrates
(Chen et al. 2014a). Specifically, a review by Chen et al. (2014a) found that residues with C/N
ratios between 9.4-22.7 facilitated net mineralization, ratios between 30.3-136 encouraged
matched mineralization-immobilization (internal N recycling likely) transformation rates, and
ratios between 46.5–99.4 facilitated net immobilization. Given the wide range of C/N ratios that
can contribute to internal N cycling, we can expect a diverse response in N transformation rates
to organic amendments. For example, one study in our database measured N mineralization rates
under oilseed-rape and wheat straw residue, and the high-quality oilseed-rape residue simulated
higher mineralization rates than the wheat straw (Watkins and Barraclough 1996). Additionally,
our study shows that the differences in immobilization rates between residue and manure N
amendments (e.g., immobilization rates are higher under residue amendments than manure
amendments), suggest different microbial processing rates between high- and low-quality
substrates. It is evident that, in general, organic amendments promote increased N
mineralization, but the type of amendment applied and the degree that it was potentially
processed ultimately dictates N transformation rates.
While residue and manure amendments stimulate similar rates of rates of NH 4+
production (i.e., mineralization), NH4+ consumption (i.e., immobilization) is much higher under
residue amendments (Figure 3.3). Specifically, immobilization rates were nearly 3x higher under
residue amendments than manure amendments. Furthermore, immobilization rates under manure
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amendments were no different from immobilization rates under inorganic fertilizer. These results
suggest that the microbial community cycles NH4+ faster under residue amendments than either
inorganic or manure amendments, likely as a response to higher levels of SOM. The
incorporation of crop residues increases SOM content (Ding et al. 2006; Tiemann et al. 2015)
and in the short-term these inputs contribute to a fresh pool of substrates that may stimulate
microbial activity (Wang et al. 2015). For example, a study from our database tested the
immobilization potential of various N inputs (Herrmann and Witter 2008) to quantify the
contribution these amendments to net NH4+ availability. The authors found a linear relationship
between immobilization rates and microbial respiration rates, an indication of microbial activity,
irrespective of input CN ratio, suggesting the background SOM pool of their soils contained
enough C to facilitate NH4+ immobilization. Over the long term, residue inputs contribute toward
building the stable SOM pool that may ultimate be the driver of immobilization rates, rather than
the quality of inputs (Yan et al. 2019). However, as we pointed out, substrate quality is key
component in dictating N transformation rates, and distinguishing between whether the N input
itself, the long-term accumulation of inputs, or an interaction of the two is a stronger driving
force remains uncertain.
The background organic N pool is an important source of NH4+ and implementing
management strategies that build this pool (e.g. crop residue inputs) can contribute to increased
N transformation rates, and thus more NH4+ (Farzadfar et al. 2021). However, growers rely on
achieving specific N application rates to supply NH4+ and likely underestimate the quantity of
potentially mineralizable N that is in the soil (Näsholm et al. 2000; Snapp and Fortuna 2003;
Geisseler et al. 2009), thus applying more N inputs than is necessary. We found that inorganic N
inputs slightly reduced the NH4+ pool size, however this effect was not significant from zero. We
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also found that NH4+ pool size under manure inputs did not change relative to no N inputs. Yet,
we found that residue inputs increased the NH4+ pool size by roughly 75% in comparison to no
inputs. Moreover, there was no relationship between N application rate (regardless of input type)
and the size of the NH4+ pool. These results suggest that they type of N input facilitates changes
in NH4+ pool size, rather than the quantity of N applied via external N inputs. In contrast, we
found that mineralization rates increased in response to N amendment rate, while immobilization
rates decreased (Figure 3.5). Finally, we found that the NH 4+ pool size decreased with
immobilization rates (Figure 3.5). Together, these results imply that more N amendments does
not necessarily mean an increase in the NH4+ pool. The increase in mineralization rates indicates
that, indeed, there is greater NH4+ production and thus more NH4+, but high immobilization rates
under residue amendments suggests that the persistence of this NH4+ pool may be restricted by
microbial metabolic requirements. Therefore, with residue amendments, C and N cycling may
remain more tightly coupled (Gardner and Drinkwater 2009; King and Hofmockel 2017; Stella et
al. 2019) where microbes assimilate NH4+ based on greater C availability (Mooshammer et al.
2014a).

Implications for management
This meta-analysis highlights how different N amendments influence N transformation
rates in agroecosystems. Most notably, we show that organic N amendments result in higher N
mineralization rates than inorganic amendments. Yet, while manure and residue (organic
amendments) have similar mineralization rates, residue amendments stimulated much higher
immobilization rates than both the inorganic amendments and manure amendments.
Furthermore, N application rate does not enhance the NH 4+ pool size, implying that N
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amendments likely cycle through microbial biomass pools through mineralizationimmobilization dynamics, rather than immediately enter the inorganic N pool. These results
contribute to existing studies that show organic amendments, specifically residues, promote
NH4+ production, while also encouraging internal N cycling through the system. Management
strategies like cover cropping and diversified rotations increase residue inputs into the soil and
build the SOM pool by providing coupled C and N sources, and these farming methods are
efficient at reducing N losses. Using management strategies that rely on residues to promote N
cycling will be key for establishing long-term N management plans and future work should
explore potential synergistic effects between inorganic N inputs and residue inputs to maximize
bioavailable N production and minimize N losses.
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Amendment
Type

Reference

Amendment
Application
Location

Amendment
Species

Core Status

Incubation
Duration
(hours)

Sampling Days*

Inorganic

Schimel & Parton (1986)
Huygens et al. (2011)
Bedard-Haughn et al. (2013)

Field
Field
Field

Unknown
Urea
Unknown

Homogenized
Homogenized
Intact

48
24
24

1
1
1

Organic

Watkins and Barraclough (1996)
Coyne et al. (1998)
Recous et al. (1999)
Andersen and Jensen (2001)
Flavel and Murphy (2006)
Griffin (2007)
Murphy et al. (2007)
Hu et al. (2014)
Fisk et al. (2015a)
Fisk et al. (2015b)

Lab
Field
Field
Lab
Lab
Lab
Field
Field
Field
Field

R
M
R
R
R, M
M
M
R
R
R

Homogenized
Intact
Intact
Homogenized
Homogenized
Homogenized
Intact
Homogenized
Intact
Intact

72
24
48
24-72
24, 72
48
48, 72
24
24
48, 72, 96

11
10 June, 29 July, 25 Nov., 1993
1, 25, 43, 88, 218, 253, 295, 378
4, 9, 15, 26, 37
3, 9, 16, 37, 82, 142
7, 56
0, 21, 49, 83, 118, 146, 180, 202, 230, 251, 279, 315
1
1
1, 3, 7, 10, 14

Both

Shi and Norton (2000)
Sørensen (2001)
Shi et al. (2004)
Cookson et al. (2005)
Habteselassie et al. (2006)
Herrmann and Witter (2008)
Ma et al. (2018)

Lab
Lab
Field
Field
Field
Field
Field

M, (NH₄)₂SO₄
M, (NH₄)₂SO₄
M, (NH₄)₂SO₄
R, NPK
M, (NH₄)₂SO₄
R, M, Ca(NO3)2
M, NPK

Homogenized
Homogenized
Homogenized
Homogenized
Intact
Homogenized
Homogenized

24
168
24
72
24
24
24

7, 40, 70 112
1
1
1
One day in 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2002
One day in 2002 and 2003
1

Combined
Amendments

Shindo and Nishio (2005)
Thomsen and Sørensen (2006)

Lab
Field

R+NO3R+M

Homogenized
Intact

48
168

7, 28, 54
1

R = residue, M = manure, NPK = fertilizer added as NPK ratio4
* Number of days since cultivation (field) or initiation of the amendment incubation (lab), unless stated otherwise.
+ Amendment incorporated by hand into core, then placed in field

Table 3.1. Collection of studies used in the meta-analysis.
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Response
Ratio
Mineralization
Immobilization
Nitrification
NH4+Pool Size

1.06
0.91
1.16
0.50

95% CI
Lower
Bound
0.93
0.78
0.99
0.31

95% CI
Upper
Bound
1.18
1.04
1.33
0.68

p

k

n

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

213
156
124
132

23
18
13
7

k = Number of paired observations
n = Number of studies

Table 3.2. Overall meta-analysis results for each N transformation NH4+ pool size in response
to all N amendments.
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Figure 3.1. Frequency of mineralization, immobilization, and nitrification rates in the control groups (i.e., zero amendments) and the
amended groups. The blue dashed line signifies the mean of the distribution.
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Figure 3.2. Overall amendment effects (% change) on N transformation rates in the soil. A
separate meta-analysis was run for each N transformation rates. Amendment effects were
calculated as the back-transformed response ratio. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
Effects are considered significant if the CIs do not overlap with zero. Numbers in parentheses
indicate the number of paired comparisons.
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Figure 3.3. Meta-analysis results of the change in mineralization (p<0.001), immobilization (p<0.001), and nitrification (p<0.001)
rates in response to different soil amendment types. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of paired comparisons. Individual
moderator parameters are significantly different from one another if the 95% CI do not overlap. Overall effects of each moderator
parameter is considered significant if 95% CI do not overlap with zero. Amendment effects were calculated as the back-transformed
response ratio. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

98

98

Combination

Figure 3.4. Change in NH4+ pool concentration in response to different types of soil. Numbers in
parentheses indicate the number of paired comparisons. Individual moderator parameters are
significantly different from one another if the 95% CI do not overlap. Overall effects of each
moderator parameter are considered significant if 95% CI do not overlap with zero. Amendment
effects were calculated as the back-transformed response ratio. Bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 3.5. Relationship between N amendment rate and amendment effect on N mineralization, N immobilization, and NH4+
concentration. Addition of line on plot indicates a significant relationship, 95% CIs indicated by shaded area around the line.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation examined how agricultural management influences organic N cycling
and identified potential mechanisms that regulate N cycling in agroecosystems. Soil fertility is an
essential component of agricultural management, and we have a solid foundational knowledge of
the fate of fertilizer and inorganic N transformations. However, our knowledge of the organic N
cycle, especially in agroecosystems, is still limited, and my research contributes to the emerging
ideas in this field. Understanding factors influencing the organic N cycle allows us to identify
interception points for bioavailable N that were historically under-utilized as important sources
of N. In Chapter 3, I found that organic soil amendments (e.g., residues and manure) promote
higher rates of N mineralization than inorganic amendments (e.g., synthetic fertilizer). However,
residues promoted immobilization rates that were nearly 3x higher than inorganic or manure
immobilization rates, suggesting that organic N encourages higher rates of biological activity and
may be a vital reservoir of bioavailable N. Chapter 1 showed that organic N, specifically residuederived N, enters the MAOM pool rapidly (i.e., within 24 hours). MAOM is an active N pool
that could supply both microbes and plants with bioavailable N. Furthermore, I show that
organically managed soils support higher microbial activity, facilitating the internal recycling of
organic matter. Chapter 2 also demonstrates that agricultural management can stimulate the
microbial community and facilitate organic N cycling. Specifically, complex cropping systems
had higher rates of amino acid cycling than monoculture corn rotations, but high fertilization
rates suppressed these processes.
Traditional approaches to soil fertility management revolve around synthetic N inputs.
Nevertheless, these methods may inhibit organic N cycling in some systems. There is a need to
address how synergistic approaches to nutrient management may further enhance organic N
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cycling while also fulfilling crop nutrient needs. For example, one approach could rely on
residues for building the SOM pool and N reservoirs but still receive synthetic fertilizers at low
rates during periods of high competition between crops, microbes, and the MAOM pool. Since
residue stoichiometry also influences microbial response to nutrient limitation, future work
should investigate how residue quality combined with higher-level agricultural management may
result in more efficient N cycling than traditional cropping recommendations. This dissertation
builds on previous N cycling work to provide a contemporary foundation for investigating how
alternative management strategies, especially fertility management, can potentially achieve N
synchrony in agroecosystems.
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APPENDIX

Table 1.1. Results of the two-way ANOVA (soil management and litter type) for absolute
amount of 15N recovered (mg 15N kg-1 soil) in mineral associated organic matter nitrogen
(MAOM), particulate organic matter nitrogen (POM), microbial biomass nitrogen (MBN), total
dissolved nitrogen (TDN) pools. See Appendix Figure 1.2.
Pools

Factors

Incubation Days
1

MAOM

0.787

0.536

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Soil x Litter

0.230

0.253

0.344

0.152

Soil

0.027

0.008

0.481

0.571

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Soil x Litter

0.054

0.324

0.912

0.685

Soil

0.200

< 0.001

0.024

0.979

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.01

Soil x Litter

0.835

0.769

0.885

0.259

Soil

0.403

0.024

0.212

0.158

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.567

0.965

0.970

0.955

Litter

TDN

365

0.026

Litter

MBN

28

0.084

Soil
Litter

POM

7

Litter
Soil x Litter
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Table 1.2. Two-way ANOVA results for MAOM C and N (mg kg-1 soil). Mean and standard error are shown for each treatment and
the ANOVA results of the main effects and interaction below.

MAOM-C

MAOM-N

Soil

Litter

1

7

28

365

Conventional

Clover

5.78 ± 0.37

5.74 ± 0.45

5.56 ± 0.44

5.17 ± 0.43

Clover + Wheat

5.63 ± 0.16

5.44 ± 0.49

6.13 ± 0.47

Rye

6.14 ± 0.43

5.94 ± 0.49

Rye + Wheat

6.43 ± 0.58

Clover

Organic

Soil

1

7

28

365

0.76 ± 0.05

0.72 ± 0.05

0.72 ± 0.06

0.66 ± 0.05

5.68 ± 0.40

0.69 ± 0.01

0.65 ± 0.06

0.76 ± 0.05

0.72 ± 0.04

5.46 ± 0.52

5.45 ± 0.35

0.76 ± 0.06

0.71 ± 0.07

0.68 ± 0.07

0.66 ± 0.04

6.46 ± 0.54

6.09 ± 0.55

5.75 ± 0.38

0.75 ± 0.06

0.71 ± 0.07

0.73 ± 0.06

0.70 ± 0.03

7.00 ± 0.24

6.71 ± 0.43

7.13 ± 0.13

6.29 ± 0.17

0.90 ± 0.04

0.86 ± 0.06

0.93 ± 0.02

0.83 ± 0.03

Clover + Wheat

7.61 ± 0.23

7.86 ± 0.43

7.55 ± 0.22

6.96 ± 0.29

0.95 ± 0.04

0.95 ± 0.04

0.95 ± 0.03

0.90 ± 0.02

Rye

8.05 ± 0.42

7.64 ± 0.3

7.30 ± 0.10

6.61 ± 0.22

1.00 ± 0.05

0.92 ± 0.03

0.92 ± 0.02

0.85 ± 0.04

Rye + Wheat

8.24 ± 0.31

7.85 ± 0.18

7.40 ± 0.09

6.82 ± 0.26

0.96 ± 0.03

0.92 ± 0.02

0.93 ± 0.02

0.85 ± 0.03

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Litter

0.074

0.2

0.436

0.249

0.53

0.953

0.669

0.278

Soil x Litter

0.736

0.419

0.901

0.989

0.594

0.512

0.928

0.985
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Table 1.3. Two-way ANOVA results for POM C and N (mg kg-1 soil). Mean and standard error are shown for each treatment and the
ANOVA results of the main effects and interaction below.

POM-C

POM-N

Soil

Litter

1

7

28

365

1

7

28

365

Conventional

Clover

1.83 ± 0.09

1.84 ± 0.11

2.05 ± 0.11

1.54 ± 0.20

0.14 ± 0.01

0.12 ± 0.01

0.16 ± 0.02

0.12 ± 0.02

Clover + Wheat

2.55 ± 0.13

2.91 ± 0.16

2.84 ± 0.11

1.56 ± 0.09

0.16 ± 0.01

0.16 ± 0.01

0.18 ± 0.01

0.10 ± 0.01

Rye

2.17 ± 0.09

2.35 ± 0.21

2.21 ± 0.05

1.90 ± 0.07

0.14 ± 0.01

0.15 ± 0.01

0.16 ± 0.01

Rye + Wheat

3.03 ± 0.30

3.51 ± 0.15

3.06 ± 0.20

1.74 ± 0.10

0.14 ± 0.01

0.15 ± 0.01

0.18 ± 0.01

0.14 ± 0.01
0.13 ±
0.003

Clover

2.49 ± 0.31

3.05 ± 0.13

3.15 ± 0.17

2.44 ± 0.13

0.19 ± 0.02

0.24 ± 0.01

0.25 ± 0.01

0.19 ± 0.01

Clover + Wheat

3.75 ± 0.09

3.70 ± 0.21

3.90 ± 0.09

2.43 ± 0.16

0.25 ± 0.01

0.25 ± 0.02

0.27 ± 0.01

0.18 ± 0.01

Rye
Rye + Wheat

3.69 ± 0.56

3.50 ± 0.20

3.39 ± 0.15

2.42 ± 0.06

0.26 ± 0.04

0.25 ± 0.01

0.26 ± 0.01

0.19 ± 0.01

4.09 ± 0.17

4.15 ± 0.21

4.29 ± 0.25

2.74 ± 0.27

0.23 ± 0.01

0.25 ± 0.02

0.30 ± 0.02

0.19 ± 0.01

Soil

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Litter

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.296

0.19

0.159

0.021

0.182

0.465

0.327

0.946

0.432

0.497

0.492

0.76

0.542

Organic

Soil x Litter
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Table 1.4. Two-way Anova results for MBC and MBN (mg kg-1 soil). Mean and standard error
are shown for each treatment and the Anova results of the main effects and interaction below.

Microbial Biomass C
Soil

Litter

Conventional

Clover

0.031 ± 0.010

0.048 ± 0.003

0.006 ± 0.001

0.020 ± 0.001

Clover + Wheat

0.044 ± 0.008

0.070 ± 0.003

0.005 ± 0.002

0.024 ± 0.002

Rye

0.052 ± 0.018

0.084 ± 0.010

0.006 ± 0.002

0.023 ± 0.002

Rye + Wheat

0.061 ± 0.007

0.088 ± 0.017

0.014 ± 0.004

0.027 ± 0.004

Clover

0.058 ± 0.003

0.073 ± 0.004

0.008 ± 0.002

0.025 ± 0.002

Clover + Wheat

0.080 ± 0.006

0.088 ± 0.007

0.015 ± 0.003

0.033 ± 0.001

Rye
Rye + Wheat

0.069 ± 0.016

0.109 ± 0.003

0.013 ± 0.002

0.050 ± 0.020

0.101 ± 0.009

0.125 ± 0.004

0.013 ± 0.004

0.023 ± 0.003

Organic

1

Soil
Litter
Soil x Litter

7

28

365

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.02

0.053

0.006

< 0.001

0.136

0.231

0.72

0.749

0.135

0.156

Microbial Biomass N
Soil

Litter

Conventional

Clover

0.027 ± 0.001

0.019 ± 0.005

0.008 ± 0.002

0.038 ± 0.014

Clover + Wheat

0.034 ± 0.005

0.018 ± 0.004

0.018 ± 0.005

0.048 ± 0.010

Rye

0.020 ± 0.016

0.024 ± 0.006

0.017 ± 0.005

0.035 ± 0.019

Rye + Wheat

0.046 ± 0.004

0.027 ± 0.008

0.029 ± 0.004

0.048 ± 0.008

Clover

0.047 ± 0.002

0.044 ± 0.007

0.014 ± 0.003

0.057 ± 0.002

Clover + Wheat

0.058 ± 0.002

0.039 ± 0.009

0.031 ± 0.005

0.074 ± 0.018

Rye
Rye + Wheat

0.048 ± 0.007

0.044 ± 0.007

0.032 ± 0.002

0.056 ± 0.018

0.071 ± 0.004

0.045 ± 0.006

0.036 ± 0.006

0.051 ± 0.015

Organic

Soil

1

7

28

365

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.007

0.099

Litter

0.008

0.659

0.007

0.497

Soil x Litter

0.186

0.867

0.645

0.649
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Table 1.5. Two-way Anova results for DOC and TDN (mg kg-1 soil). Mean and standard error
are shown for each treatment and the Anova results of the main effects and interaction below.

Dissolved Organic C
Soil

Litter

Conventional

Clover

0.027 ± 0.004

0.009 ± 0.002

0.009 ± 0.002

Clover + Wheat

0.036 ± 0.002

0.014 ± 0.001

0.011 ± 0.001

Rye

0.073 ± 0.020

0.019 ± 0.002

0.013 ± 0.002

Rye + Wheat

0.084 ± 0.020

0.027 ± 0.005

0.014 ± 0.002

Clover

0.025 ± 0.003

0.006 ± 0.002

0.008 ± 0.002

Clover + Wheat

0.038 ± 0.003

0.012 ± 0.003

0.010 ± 0.001

Rye
Rye + Wheat

0.063 ± 0.004

0.016 ± 0.003

0.010 ± 0.001

0.092 ± 0.011

0.019 ± 0.002

0.015 ± 0.001

Organic

1

Soil

7

28

365
0.004 ± 0.001

0.005 ± 0.001
0.004 ± 0.001
0.005 ± 0.001

0.924

0.023

0.24

0.585

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.002

0.071

0.813

0.874

0.681

0.74

Litter
Soil x Litter

Total Dissolved N
Soil

Litter

Conventional

Clover

0.011 ± 0.003

0.016 ± 0.008

0.048 ± 0.008

0.130 ± 0.030

Clover + Wheat

0.010 ± 0.002

0.024 ± 0.007

0.013 ± 0.006

0.104 ± 0.025

Rye

0.068 ± 0.093

0.022 ± 0.006

0.017 ± 0.008

0.124 ± 0.012

Rye + Wheat

0.019 ± 0.007

0.028 ± 0.013

0.007 ± 0.002

0.100 ± 0.020

Clover

0.012 ± 0.003

0.010 ± 0.004

0.062 ± 0.010

0.195 ± 0.011

Clover + Wheat

0.012 ± 0.002

0.016 ± 0.012

0.017 ± 0.006

0.175 ± 0.025

Rye
Rye + Wheat

0.019 ± 0.003

0.017 ± 0.005

0.018 ± 0.005

0.170 ± 0.026

0.023 ± 0.004

0.019 ± 0.010

0.008 ± 0.003

0.119 ± 0.073

Organic

1

7

28

365

Soil

0.832

0.026

0.124

0.17

Litter

0.002

0.131

< 0.001

0.145

Soil x Litter

0.229

0.924

0.869

0.465
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Table 1.6. Two-way Anova results for total soil C and N (mg kg-1 soil). Mean and standard error are shown for each treatment and the
Anova results of the main effects and interaction below.

Soil C

Soil N

Soil

Litter

1

7

28

365

1

7

28

365

Conventional

Clover

10.9 ± 0.64

11.4 ± 1.28

10.5 ± 0.76

9.39 ± 0.73

1.02 ± 0.07

0.97 ± 0.06

0.75 ± 0.04

1.10 ± 0.08

Clover + Wheat

12.6 ± 0.44

11.0 ± 0.76

10.5 ± 1.07

9.36 ± 0.79

1.09 ± 0.10

0.95 ± 0.08

0.94 ± 0.15

1.04 ± 0.08

Rye

13.4 ± 0.74

13.3 ± 0.74

12.4 ± 0.41

9.16 ± 0.45

1.03 ± 0.08

1.03 ± 0.04

0.98 ± 0.15

1.02 ± 0.04

Rye + Wheat

15.4 ± 1.03

12.2 ± 0.94

11.1 ± 1.00

10.0 ± 0.62

1.11 ± 0.11

0.94 ± 0.09

0.92 ± 0.16

1.05 ± 0.05

Clover

13.5 ± 0.48

13.8 ± 0.68

15.3 ± 1.08

10.8 ± 0.85

1.28 ± 0.03

0.90 ± 0.17

1.40 ± 0.07

1.27 ± 0.10

Clover + Wheat

15.3 ± 0.32

13.0 ± 0.78

12.0 ± 0.98

11.4 ± 0.64

1.29 ± 0.01

0.99 ± 0.14

1.20 ± 0.09

1.27 ± 0.06

Rye
Rye + Wheat

16.3 ± 0.57

14.8 ± 1.03

11.9 ± 1.00

12.0 ± 0.49

1.33 ± 0.03

0.84 ± 0.16

1.23 ± 0.10

1.33 ± 0.04

Organic

17.2 ± 0.55

14.1 ± 0.68

11.5 ± 1.20

12.4 ± 0.54

1.29 ± 0.02

0.95 ± 0.13

1.14 ± 0.11

1.28 ± 0.05

Soil

< 0.001

0.004

0.043

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.561

< 0.001

< 0.001

Litter

< 0.001

0.158

0.337

0.41

0.869

0.99

0.928

0.978

0.758

0.937

0.081

0.768

0.758

0.759

0.22

0.815

Soil x Litter
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Figure 1.1. Absolute recovery of residue derived 15N in each of the target soil N pools in
response to soil and litter treatments across all harvests. Mean 15N (mg 15N kg-1 soil) recovery
shown with bars representing SE. Full ANOVA results in SI Table 1.
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Table 3.1. Correlation matrix of the N flux response ratios and NH4+ response ratio for various predictor variables for organic
amendments. Values shown represent correlation coefficients, bold values are statistically significant (p < 0.05).

pH
C.N
C
N
Incubation Temperature
Standardized Depth
Incubation Duration
Nmin
Nimb
Nit
NH4+

pH

C.N

C

N

1.00
0.58
0.00
-0.38
0.61
0.40
-0.03
-0.09
-0.32
-0.05
-0.25

1.00
0.34
-0.34
0.48
0.02
-0.11
-0.12
-0.21
-0.54
-0.21

1.00
0.19
0.40
-0.16
-0.23
-0.34
-0.20
-0.44
-0.12

1.00
-0.03
-0.21
-0.11
0.11
-0.06
0.20
0.02

Inc.
Temp.

1.00
0.22
-0.26
-0.20
-0.44
-0.21
-0.31

Depth

Duration

Nmin

Nimb

Nit

NH4+

1.00
0.19
-0.33
-0.23
-0.28
-0.26

1.00
-0.10
-0.14
-0.07
-0.15

1.00
0.38
0.55
0.45

1.00
0.34
0.27

1.00
0.35

1.00

Table 3.2. Correlation matrix of the N flux response ratios and NH4+ response ratio for various predictor variables for organic
amendments. Values shown represent correlation coefficients, bold values are statistically significant (p < 0.05).
pH
pH
C.N
C
N
Incubation Temperature
Standardized Depth
Incubation Duration
Nmin
Nimb
Nit
NH4+

C.N
1.00
-0.45
-0.78
-0.77
0.74
0.22
-0.20
0.03
0.00
0.30
0.11

C
1.00
0.63
0.60
-0.52
-0.79
-0.06
-0.03
-0.39
0.29
-0.05

Inc.
Temp.

N

1.00
1.00
-0.24
-0.53
-0.25
0.06
-0.35
0.37
0.03

1.00
-0.18
-0.51
-0.23
0.09
-0.33
0.42
0.01

1.00
0.12
-0.08
0.20
0.05
0.65
-0.05

Depth

1.00
-0.02
-0.04
0.20
-0.26
0.17

Duration

1.00
0.14
0.26
NA
-0.03

Nmin

Nimb

1.00
0.74
0.77
-0.51

NH4+

Nit

1.00
0.34
-0.68

1.00
0.80

1.00
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Mineralization

Inorganic
Manure
Residue
Residue + Manure
Organic + Inorganic

0.48
1.16
1.10
1.09
0.66

95% CI
Lower
Bound
0.04
0.90
0.94
0.34
-0.49

Immobilization

Inorganic
Manure
Residue
Organic + Inorganic

0.33
0.55
1.23
-0.46

-0.01
0.33
1.07
-1.94

0.68
0.78
1.38
1.02

0.06
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.54

20
51
85
1

260

< 0.001

Nitrification

Inorganic
Manure
Residue
Organic + Inorganic

0.25
1.10
1.27
0.75

-0.40
0.71
1.07
-0.92

0.90
1.49
1.46
2.42

0.45
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.38

9
35
80
1

197

< 0.001

Inorganic
Manure
Residue

-0.09
0.45
0.56

-0.73
-0.19
0.36

0.55
1.08
0.77

0.78
0.17
< 0.001

14
13
105

132

< 0.001

Amendment

NH4+

Effect Size

95% CI
Upper
Bound
0.91
1.41
1.26
1.84
1.81

Moderator p

k

Qm

Qm p

0.03
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.26

3
23
64
118
6

276

< 0.001

k = Number of paired observations
Qm = heterogeneity in amendment effects beween groups. Significant Qm p-value indicates differences between moderator groups.

Table 3.4. Meta-analysis results for the change in change in NH4+ pool size as well as mineralization, immobilization, and nitrification
rates in response to different soil amendment types.
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Figure 3.1. Distribution of N amendment rate for both organic and inorganic amendments.

Figure 2. Frequency of paired observations for NH4+ concentration, mineralization,
immobilization, and nitrification for effect sizes (lnRR). The blue dashed line signifies the mean
of the distribution.
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